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SPORTS

MSU follows 0
new leads in
attack case
1,
V

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Some last minute information has led Murray State Public Safety
officials to hold off on releasing a sketch of a man believed to have
raped a female student Feb. 1.
According to Public Safety Director Joe Green, MSU hired a professional police sketch artist to make a composite drawing of the assailant Tuesday but because of some last minute leads, are not ready
to release the drawing to the media.

Calloway wins
blowouts over
CFS Tuesday
Page 28
NATIONAL

Woman shows
Rockwell painting
as she remembers
1960 integration
WASHINGTON (AP) — Accompanied by two retired federal marshals who were with
her once before, Ruby BridgesHall displayed a replica of the
Norman Rockwell painting that
froze the three of them in history decades ago.
In the painting, a 6-year-c4d
Bridges-Hall, wearing a
starched white dress, walks
among a group of marshals visible only to their shoulders. A
racial epithet is sprawled upon
the wall behind them; a splattered tomato rests at their feet.
Bridges-Hall forced the integration of New Orleans public
schools on Nov. 14, 1960, in a
moment immortalized years later by Rockwell's painting, The
Problem We All Live With."
She spoke about the experience Tuesday at a Black History Month event sponsored by
the U.S. Marshals Service and
posed for photographs with two
of the marshals who protected
her that day, Charles Burks
and Jesse Grider.
"Thirty-seven years ago I
took on a job that circumstance
and faith chose me to do,"
Bridges-Hall said. "That job
was to improve the quality of
education for all of our children.
A very tall order for a 6-yearold."
Bridges-Hall recalled how
angry parents shook their fingers at her as she waited in the
principal's office before class.
She also spoke about the confusion she experienced as she
walked into a classroom left
vacant by a boycott staged by
the white students. She said
her teacher was her only companion in class.
For over a year, it was just
her and I together, alone in the
classroom," she said.

WEATHER
Tonight...Cloudy with a 40
percent chance of showers. Low
45 to 50. Wind becoming east at
5 to 10 mph.
Thursday...Mild with showers
likely. Possibly a thunderstorm.
High 60 to 65. Chance of rain 60
perceni
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SPEECHLESS: The Murray High School speech team (shown here) recently won the Regional Speech
Tournament held in Marshall County. MHS had more students qualify for the state tournament, to be held
March 21-72 in Bowling Green, than any other school in the region.

"It will take a couple of days for us to follow up on those leads, but
if they don't pan out, we will release the drawing as soon as possible,"
Green told the Ledger.
MSU public safety officials are investigating several recent reports
of students being attacked on campus.
In the first incident, Jan. 21, a female student said she was attacked
in the parking lot of the school's special education building. That
same woman said she was later raped in the parking lot of White Hall,
a campus dormatory.
In another incident Jan. 30, a woman was attacked in the parking lot
of Hart Hall by a man who slashed her face with a "razor-like" object.
Green said MSU officials believe the incidents are unrelated.

Undeveloped road center of neighbors' dispute
By SCOTT NANNEY
Statf Writer
With a 6-1 vote, the Murray
Planning Commission elected
Tuesday to accept four of seven
public purposes prepared by petitioners to close a public way
known as Richardson Street.
For the fourth time in as many
months, the Richardson Street
issue appeared on the planning
commission agenda.
The dispute involves Dr.
Robert Hughes and residents of

the area around Richardson
Street, which is a dedicated rightof-way that has not been developed for use.
During a December meeting,
the commission decided to close
the street with a 3-2 vote. The
issue was then sent to the Murray
City Council, which voted 8-2 in
favor of the petitioners.
But City Attorney Don Overbey asked that a public purpose
for closing the right-of-way be
established first before any action

was taken. The issue was then
sent back to the planning
commission.
Overbey told members of the
council and the planning commission that a public purpose must
be found for the decision to hold
up in court.
That decision resulted in a second public hearing Tuesday.
The second public hearing
heard statements from petitioners
attorney Michael Pitman and attorney Dennis Courtney, repre-

senting Hughes.
Tommy Hoke, elected to represent the petitioners, addressed the
commission with the public purposes his group had found.
"Members of the community
do feel that there is a reason to
close Richardson Street," Hoke
told the commission. "The first
public purpose would be safety.
I've lived at the corner of Richardson Street and Cardinal
Drive since 1972.
"When the high school lets out,

students come down Richardson
Street to the traffic to 16th Street.
Opening the road would give kids
a chance to cut through there to
16th Street. By permanently closing that strip, people would not
be allowed to drive down through
there."
Hoke also listed maintenance
and property concerns as reasons
for closing the street.
IN See Page 2

Lawmakers look
for alternatives
to electric chair

'Unsolved
Mysteries'
to feature
vampire teens

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — As the time nears when
Kentucky conducts its first legal execution since 1962,
some legislators are pondering an alternative to the electric
chair.
Rep. Mike Bowling, D-Middlesboro, chairman of the
House Judiciary Committee, said he may ask Gov. Paul
Patton to put the matter on the agenda of a special session
that could take place in May.
And Corrections Department officials, if not exactly endorsing the idea, certainly embraced it Tuesday.
"I think the addition of a lethal injection option would
be a wise choice for the state of Kentucky," said Justice
Secretary Dan Cherry.
Cherry told legislators lethal injection would be simpler
and more humane than electrocution. Kentucky is one of
only a handful of states that mandate executions by
electrocution.

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
NBC will air an episode of
"Unsolved Mysteries" this Friday
at 7 p.m. titled "Vampire Kids."
Part of the program will focus
on the five Murray teenagers who
are charged with killing a Eustis,
Fla. couple last November.
Producers of the popular television program spent several days
in Murray in January filming segments for the show and conducting interviews.
"(The Wendorf murder) case
was the catalyst for our story but
we're not focusing exclusively on
that," said the show's coordinatThe department has spent $32,000 to renovate and reing producer Tim Rogan. "Techthe electric chair, which is at the Kentucky State Pewire
nically, this case is solved more
near Eddyville. Cherry said corrections officers
nitentiary
a
is
us
or less but the mystery for
training for an execution and have visited
periodic
undergo
sociological one of how people
their practices.
witness
to
states
other
get canght up with vampirism."
The show will also focus on
The death penalty is unchallenged in the General As14-year-old Ceara O'Connell
but not all lawmakers agree with it.
sembly,
from Rochester, New York who
"I think it's barbaric and uncivilized," said Rep. Bob
has been missing since December
Heleringer, R-Louisville.
after she allegedly met a man via
an Internet chat room devoted to
Patton, responding through a spokeswoman, was nonVampires.
committal about Bowling's idea. "We are calling a special
"Unsolved Mysteries" is not
session primarily for postsecondary education but are willthe first major network show to
ing to work with legislators on other issues," Patton said.
come to Murray since the apBERNARD KANE/Ledger I Times photo
Cherry and Corrections Commissioner Doug Sapp reprehension of the teens in Baton
ported on numerous other issues to the committee.
Motorcyclists Bill Travis and Bill Hall, both of Mayfield, take a few minutes to
Rouge, La. Thanksgiving night.
stretch their legs during a ride through Klrksey Tuesday. The men are standMurray was inundated with naing in front of a replica ofAh. Alamo.
• See Page 2
tional media when the case was
first reported.
Both Calloway County Sheriff
Stan Scott and Murray Police Detective Mike Jump have been
quoted by numerous media out- By CAROLYN SKORNECK
sponsors say.
dent Clinton wants Congress to Feingold, D-Wis., said the "daily
lets including People magazine, Associated Press Writer
"The only thing that forced
pass by the Fourth of July. Withdrip, drip, drip of allegations, of
an Austrailian radio station,
Congress to act in 1974 were the out such an impetus, McCain
charges" is already affecting
WASHINGTON (AP) — It'll
"Dateline NBC," and the tabloid
lawmakers.
take public outrage over political (Watergate) scandals of the previ- said, "Incumbents will not 'renewspaper, The National Exafund-raising practices to force ous election," said Sen. John form a system that ensures
McCain, R -Ariz., who co- incumbency."
Congress to pass bipartisan legisthe bipartisan bill Presisponsors
His co-sponsor, Sen. Russell II See Page 2
II See Pogo 2
lation reforming the laws, its

Fund-raising reform may go on backburner
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FROM PAGE 1
"That area would be an eye
sore to the community if it didn't
fall upon the residents to keep it
mowed," said Hoke. "If the street
were opened, the responsibility
would fall upon the city to keep
it up. And I doubt the city will do
that. I don't think any of us
would want a street in our back
yards either."
Residents Tom Roddinghouse,
Ray Broach and Bill Page also
spoke on behalf of the
petitioners.
Hughes responded to the petitioners' arguments.
"I doubt that there's going to
be any injuries to anyone and I
doubt that there will be a road to
16th Street going through there,"
said Hughes. "I'm not going to
argue the legal side of this.
"The fundamental thing I'm
here tonight to present is that if
you close this road, I'm losing
my rights. When we bought this
property, we bought our rights.
My wife and I do not plan to
open this street in our lifetime."
Courtney disputed the purposes
provided by the petitioners.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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"I don't think anything different is being said tonight than
we've heard before," Courtney
told the commission. "They talk
as if there is some kind of freeway running through there.
That's not the case. We're talking
about keeping things as they are.
The time and revenue that the
city would have to spend is not
worth it. This dispute is not going
to be resolved by the action you
previously took."
After closure of the public
hearing, the commission voted to
accept public purposes 1,2,3 and
6 listed in the petitioner's letter
to the planning commission
chairman.
Those public purposes include:
."No public purpose would be
served by continuing to have Richardson Street noted as an undeveloped public way;
.No efforts by the city of Murray now or in the future, will
need to be expended in maintaining the undeveloped portion of
Richardson Street sought to be
closed;
*City revenues would not be
expended to maintain and repair
damage done to this public way;
'The subdivision has evolved
in such a fashion that the potential use of Richardson Street Extended is no longer necessary.
The homes in the Jen-Tim Subdivision have been designed to face
the new Blair Street cul-de-sac
and there is no need or public

purpose for the Richardson Street
Extended Road to be opened."
Overbey agreed that the four
purposes could be argued in
court.
"I do not believe that the testimony we've heard can support a
safety issue," said Overbey.
"There are statements of expression here, but no traffic studies
have been done. But I do believe
that we can make a case before a
circuit judge that the land has
never been maintained."
In other business, the
commission:
*Held a public hearing on a rezoning request from Howard
Brandon.
The commission voted to rezone a strip of land on Brandon's
property at 1407 N. 16th Street
from Ag to B-2.
'Held an advisory meeting for
The Oaks planned development
project at 1542 Diuguid Drive
owned by Harry Reed.
The issue was sent to the
Board of Zoning Adjustments for
preliminary approval.
*Held an advisory meeting to
discuss the planned development
project to the Eastside BP station
owned by Gary Crass.
The issue was sent to the BZA.
*Held an advisory meeting for
a planned development project
for property owned by Cliff Finney on Tiffany Drive.
The issue was also sent to the
BZA.

II Unsolved Mysteries...

Sponsored by:

FROM PAGE 1
miner. The story has also been
picked up by most major newspapers in the country.

SUBSCRIBE

Scott, who was instrumental in
the capture of the teens, was interviewed by "America's Most
Wanted" and said he was even
contacted by Anne Rice, author
of several best-selling vampire

Spring Is Just Around The Corner!
Come see our great gifts...
*Angel Wind Chimes
*Daffodil, Tulip &
8z Lots of Easter
Pansy House Flags
Decorations
*Bulb Baskets
*Appliqued Topped Baskets

novels including "Interview with
a Vampire."
The Emmy Award-winning
show has aired on NBC since
1987. Each week it profiles unsolved and unusual cases from around the country. The show is
"interactive" and asks for
viewer's help in solving the
cases. It boasts a 40 percent capture rate of the fugitives profiled
each week.

IN Electric chair...
FROM PAGE 1
—The department may ask for
legislation to deny parole and
"good time" to sex offenders

HOLLAND DRUGS
4th St., Court Square
753-1482

•

who do not complete treatment
programs.
—Kentucky's starting salary
for correctional officers —
$16,000 per year, the 48th lowest
in the nation — makes it difficult
to attract and retain prison
guards. Sapp said there is 25 percent turnover among officers.
—Sapp said additional prison
space will be on the agenda in the
1998 legislative session, but he
declined to speculate on how
many new beds will be needed.
There are 13,104 inmates in 12
state prisons and three prisons
operated under contract by private companies.

•

•

•

The state pays about $22 per
day to house prisoners in county
jails and about $29 per day for
private prisons. It costs an average of $38.43 per day to keep an
inmate in a state-run prison. But
Sapp said comparisons are misleading because jails and private
prisons are only allowed to house
the least dangerous inmates.
A proposal to let mediumsecurity inmates be housed in private prisons died during the 1996
session.

•

•
Get a Sweetheart of a Deal with
United Commonwealth Bank's
"We Love Our Customers CD"!
United Commonwealth Bank loves its customers so much we're rolling out the
"We Love Our Customers CD" with an APY so high it will be tough to beat. If,
according to our records, you are a United Commonwealth Bank customer as
of February 18, 1997, then you'll get a "Sweetheart of a Deal" — just open an 11
month We Love Our Customers CD with at least $5,000 in new money to the
bank and get a sweet 5.75% annual percentage yield. Become our customer
after February 18, 1997, and you can still qualify for the great rate of 5.50%
APY when you open the "We Love Our Customers CD' with a minimum of
$5,000.
At United Commonwealth Bank, we work hard to be your bank every day.
Our "We Love Our Customers CD" is just another way ofshowing it.

Offer good Feb. 19- 22, 1997

A Ailed SipIS*

Several legislators said alternatives to new construction should
be considered first because they
are cheaper.

Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey releases report
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey submitted the following
financial statement for Jan. 1 to
Dec. 31, 1996:
Receipts:
License —
Motor Vehicle: $677,961.98
Others: S50,420.13
Taxes (usage, deed, ad valorem, delinquent): $5,245,604.88
Recordings: $220,086.76
Grants(YTD): $8,477.00
Misc.: $71,309.77
Total: $6,273,860.52
Expenditures:
Motor Vehicle Usage Tax:
$2,903,530.52

Tax:
Ad
Valorem
$2,008,408.75
Delinquent Tax: $66,600.69
Deed Transfer Tax: $68,529.15
Motor Vehilce License Tax:
$510,143.29
Hunting & Fishing License:
$43,282.00
Occupational License: $271.68
Legal Process Fees: $34,062.85
Operating Expenses:
$302,017.37
Grants(YTD): 8,477.00
Miscellaneous: $62,912.51
Total: $6,008,235.81

Aboi

By RICHARD C
Associated Prow
-

Revenues in Excess of Expenditures: $265,642.71

Two arrested for alleged
abuse of 12-year-old girl
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two Calloway County residents were arrested Tuesday on
charges of criminal child abuse of
a 12-year-old girl.
According to Sheriff Stan
Scott, authorities arrested Charlotte Garner, 29, of Poplar
Springs Road, and David Williams, 37, after receiving a complaint from workers at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
"We received a call from the
hospital's emergency room of a

child they were treating that had
been allegedly beaten with a
board," Scott said.
Scott said Williams is being
charged with second-degree criminal abuse for allegedly striking
the child. Garner faces charges of
second-degree criminal abuse,
fourth-degree assault and criminal solicitation in connection to
the incident.
Both Garner and Williams are
being held in the Calloway
County Detention Center on
$2,500 cash bonds.

111 Fund-raising...
FROM PAGE 1
But the Republican leaders of
Congress say their investigations
of Democratic fund raising
should come before any
legislation.
"Before we have reform, I
think we ought to find out first of
all what laws have been violated
that are already on the books,"
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott, R-Miss., said before Congress adjourned for a week's vacation. "There seems to be an article every day, every day, every
day" alleging violations of the
spirit or letter of campaign laws.
To Rep. Christopher Shays, RConn., it's no mystery what happened during the last campaign:
"We had an absolute Meltdown
of the system." He co-sponsored
the House version with Rep. Martin Meehan, D-Mass.
The bill's precariousness was
clear when Clinton and congressional leaders met to determine
top priority issues where bipartisan progress was deemed likely.
Clinton's pitch for the campaign
reform bill landed with a thud.
The only campaign finance reform legislation many Republicans agree on is preventing union
dues from being used for political
purposes without each union
member's specific OK. The AFLCIO spent millions of dues for
the Democrats last year.
Some Republicans contend
Democrats violated existing laws.
But McCain said, "It's legal to
do most of the things that the
American people find offensive."
"It is legal for an Indonesian
gardener on a green card to give
$400,000 to a campaign," he
said. "It's legal to rent out the
Lincoln Bedroom. It's legal to
take people on official Commerce
(Department) trips and dun them
for campaign contributions

afterwards."
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,
is leading the Senate opposition,
and his supporters in this fight
range from the liberal National
Education Association to the conservative Christian Coalition.
"It would be a sacrilege to
pass a bill like McCain-Feingold
— that snuffs out political speech
— on the Fourth of July, for
heaven's sakes, the anniversary
of the Declaration of Independence," McConnell said.
The bill would violate the First
Amendment and "make the Federal Election Commission the
size of the Veterans' Administration, with an army of auditors"
trying to regulate political
speech, he said.
McConnell also finds the word
"bipartisan" misleading regarding these bills, as only two Republicans are co-sponsoring the Senate version. The House cosponsors are more evenly
matched.
The bipartisan legislation
would, among other things:
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.Ban "soft money" contributions to national political parties,
now unlimited and unregulated.
*Prohibit political action committee contributions to federal
candidates. The current limit is
$5,000.
*Reward candidates with free
or discounted TV time and discounted postage if they agree to
limit overall spending, restrict
use of personal wealth and raise
most of their money in their
home states. The spending limit
would be increased if they are
targeted with substantial independent expenditures.
*Forbid contributions by anyone not qualified to vote in a federal election, including
noncitizens.
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Abortion protesters' rights broadened
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Wrrter

WASHINGTON (AP) — Antiabortion demonstrators have a
free-speech right to confront
clinic patients and staffers up
close on public streets and sidewalks as long as they stay more
than 15 feet away from the clinic,
the Supreme Court ruled today.
In splintered Young, the court
struck down a federal judge's order that had kept most demonstrators at abortion clinics in the
Buffalo and Rochester, N.Y.,
areas 15 feet away from any patient or staff member.
The court said that a "floating
buffer zone" — on public byways — violates demonstrators'
free-speech rights, as guaranteed
by the Constitution's First
Amendment.
But the court upheld a fixed
buffer zone that keeps demonstrators at least 15 feet away from
clinic doorways, driveways and
driveway entrances.
The court also upheld a part of
the federal judge's order requiring so-called sidewalk counselors
who approach patients within the
fixed buffer zones to retreat when
patients indicate a desire not to
be counseled.
"We strike down the floating
buffer zones around people entering and leaving the clinics because they burden more speech
than is necessary to serve the relevant government interests,"
Chief Justice William H. Rehnquist wrote for the court.
"The floating buffer zones
prevent defendants — except for
two sidewalk counselors while
they are tolerated by the targeted
individual — from communicating a message from a normal
conversational distance or handing leaflets to people entering or
leaving the clinics who are walking on the public sidewalks," Rehnquist said.
"Leafletting and commenting
on matters of public concern are
classic forms of speech that lie at
the heart of the First Amendment," he said.
The vote was 8-1 to strike
down as unconstitutional the
floating buffer zones. All but Justice Stephen G. Breyer joined
that part of Rehnquist's opinion.

The court's vote to uphold as
constitutional the fixed 15-foot
buffer zone around clinic entrances and parking lots was 6-3.
Rehnquist was joined in that part
of his opinion by Justices Breyer,
John Paul Stevens, Sandra Day
O'Connor, David H. Souter and
Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Justices Antonin Scalia, Anthony M. Kennedy and Clarence
Thomas voted to strike down all
of the judge's order.
The nation's highest court reaffirmed the right to abortion in
1992. Since then, its focus
largely has been on protesters'
tactics during a time that has seen
many violent acts at abortion
clinics, including five killings.
The justices ruled in 1994 that
judges can bar even peaceful protests from getting too close to
abortion clinics when it upheld,
by a 6-3 vote, a 36-foot
demonstration-free zone around a
Florida clinic.
Scalia, Kennedy and Thomas
had dissented from the 1994
ruling.
Lawyers for anti-abortion demonstrators in the New York
case said no court ever before
had barred "peaceful, nonthreatening speech on public
sidewalks outside a business
facility."
Lawyers for abortion clinic operators countered that the dispute
really focused on situations in
which "a passionate mob is intent on preventing other people
from exercising their constitutional rights, or intimidates and
harasses them from doing so."
Both sides had asked the justices to clarify the "dos" and
"don'ts" of protests outside
abortion clinics. It was left to the
court to define when free speech
becomes harassment.
Today's decision, encompassed
in Rehnquist's 26-page opinion
and accompanying opinions by
Scalia and Breyer, is not likely to
offer enough clarity to end all
such disputes.
In the New York case, U.S.
District Judge Richard J. Arcara
imposed the buffer zone and
sidewalk-counseling requirements
after abortion providers sought in
1990 to head off planned demonstrations by various anti-abortion

groups.
A three-judge panel of the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
struck down the buffer zone and
sidewalk-counseling restrictions,
but the entire appeals court voted
13-2 last year to reimpose them.
Anti-abortion groups such as
Operation Rescue, Project Rescue
Western New York and Project
Life of Rochester were named as
defendants in the original court
action. But the Supreme Court

case was triggered by an appeal
filed in behalf of just two individuals — Dwight Saunders and
Rev. Paul Schenck.
Saunders is a lawyer from Williamsville, N.Y. Schenck, a Reformed Episcopal Church minister, lives in Virginia Beach, Va.,
and also works for the American
Center 'for Law and Justice,
founded by Pat Robertson.
The case is Schenck vs. ProChoice Network, 95-1065.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department

Yearly summary given
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department has released a yearly
activity summary for January to December 1996:

;

Murray Woman's Club

TAISENTHENROOF
DINNER and ROAST
Thursday, February 27, 1997
6:30 p.m.
Curris Center Ballroom, 3rd Floor

Total cases opened: 681
Cases opened per month:
Jan: 43
Feb: 44
March: 66
April: 58
May: 35
June: 48
July: 67
August: 76
Sept: 64
Oct: 60
Nov: 33
Dec: 52

No. of Burglaries: 102
No. of Thefts: 156
No. of Assaults: 73
Drug related cases: 30
Criminal mischief cases: 51
No. of sex crimes: 4
Wanted persons entered into
national crime computer: 64
Cases with incomplete data: 14
Felony cases: 314
Accidents worked: 332
No. of cases handled by animal
control officer: 475

Roastees:
• Jack Rose
• Jo Burkeen
• Freed Curd
Bob Valentine — Master of Ceremonies

$20.00 per person, $10.00 of purchase price is a
donation in which the proceeds are to benefit
CairnsIRIS Helmets (Eyes In The Dark) and
Murray Woman's Clubhouse Renovation.

This Is A 3 Second Mystery.
What has numerous styles,
hundreds of headlines, lots of humor,
quality galore, and all
needing brand new homes?
Our Greeting Card Inventory!
VISIT US!
(It's simply a matter of trust!)
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

Tickets May Be Purchased At The
Following Locations:
Pier I
Edge
D.K. Kelley
Crass Furniture

Calloway County
Board Office
Dennison-Hunt
Glendale Church of Christ

Last Day To Purchase Tickets Is Feb. 24th

Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

For More Information Call
Naomi Rogers 753-4849

Keep Murray Safe

"Hi, Dad...
Yeah, something
is wrong.
I've had a little
accident...
...no, I'm OK,
it's just a fender
bender, sort of..
...well it's
between a ding
and a dent, but
maybe more of
a dent...
...I don't know
why I didn't call
Doug. I guess...

Wireless companies
are interested in
technology. United
States Cellular® has
an additional interest.

Safety &
Security.

People.
$100
credit.

So before we talk
_technology, we talk
about you. To see
how you'll really
use the phone.
Which may mean
a phone that just
sits in the glove
compartment until...

UNITED STATES
WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

Waived
activation.

The way people talk
around here-

...well, you
taught me to
drive, dad."

THE WORDS "I'M OK"
SOUND PARTICULARLY NICE
OVER A CELL PHONE.

Snsrt us on the Internet at httpffirrevesvirs(«Orn

bffer requires a two-year iervice agreement. Other restrictions and charges may se*. See sow for

United SUM Cellular, 30 North Main Street, 821 1111
Martgy United States Celt* 906 S. 12th Street, 753-7533
/1=0084
.:
Pieleati United States C=s10M=1
s us at set Welaflaft
Viit

, Murray:
Paducah South Er West Princeton

For other greet offers, visit one of our authorized agents:
Ca& Lloyd's Corner, 323 East Main, 5221401
pow commogieggans, 480 US HWY 62 E. 3881010
IseMsecenter, 175 Broadway, 665-5886
Advanced Mier b Paul% 2950. South Lane, 821-1888

Maas

Madiseeville Custom Audio, 405 F. Centers, 825-8326
Meilleenville Main Street Celluter 6 Pacing, 45 S Main St. 821 9900
Noise Johnson's Furniture, 118 North Man St. 965-2269
Pedweali Advanced Whew 6 Paging, 3200 Park Ave. 443-1075
Padeedi Office Max,5015 HN*Isvlh Rd., 575-3509

Offer crones February 214. 1997.

Pedecak Paper Depot. 3245 Lone Oak Rd. 534-0747
Primness Johnson's Furniture, 126 West Main Street, 365 3882
Star* Minesate Electronics, 501 and Adams Street. 333-5S81
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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WASHINGTON TODAY

Clinton's radio chat
hits varied topics
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — In President Clinton's Saturday morning radio serial, the episodes feature miniature proposals with
worthy goals, low costs and topics that sometimes seem improbable
for White House microphones.
All of the above apply to his latest broadcast, a presidential
pledge to help make children's car safety seats easier to hook up
properly. Under federal regulations he proposes, the seats would
come with standard buckles and new automobiles would have
latches to fit them, effective in 1999.
"As the president has said, the era of big government is over,"
Clinton's $1.69 trillion, five-volume 1998 budget notes, in outlining broad federal roles, which don't get to the car seat level.
That is not to suggest that new federal standards aren't a good
idea.
"We're moving closer to the day when safe, well-attached car
seats will be the rule of the road," Clinton said Saturday. Safer for
children, simpler for parents often frustrated by the mechanics of
widely varying car seats, which now are required in every state.
"Anyone who's ever wrestled with a car seat knows what I'm
talking about," said Clinton, the first president to wrestle with the
topic in a nationally broadcast address.
In a way, his proposals for limited federal programs, persuasion
and sometimes advice on topics from education to crime control to
safe driving are attuned to his era of smaller government. In
another way, they're attuned to a broadened Washington reach.
Clinton has said, repeatedly, that there is not a program for every
problem, that government doesn't have all the answers. His minimenu offers some, but with limits, especially on costs. He is, after
all, pledged to a balanced budget in five years. But even low-priced
proposals require rules, standards and the regulators to enforce
them.
The strain between the two sometimes is evident, as when Clinton pushed the idea of requiring uniforms for public school pupils
as a step to instill discipline and to reduce jealousy and friction that
can stir violence.
"Let me be clear: Washington will not tell our schools what to
do," he said in that Saturday radio talk, just about a year ago. He
said parents, teachers and local school officials will have to make
the decision, and the federal government can only advise.
So he told the Education Department to distribute a manual to
each of the nation's 16,000 school districts on the advantages of
making uniforms mandatory.
The five-minute weekly radio talk, usually live,. at 10:06 Saturday mornings, has become Clinton's forum for offering and often
repeating such ideas.
It is a presidential format dating from Richard Nixon's time, although only Ronald Reagan and now Clinton made it a weekly fixture. Reagan delivered 331 of them; most were presidential sermons for his programs and philosophy.
"Believe me, Saturdays will never seem the same," he said in
the last of his weekly talks.
George Bush used the medium sporadically. Clinton not only revived it, he made it into a production, usually broadcasting live
from the Oval Office with an invited audience, sometimes featuring
people affected by the measures he is discussing.
For his push to expand the family leave law to permit working
people up to 24 hours, unpaid, a year, for things like school conferences and children's medical appointments, he invited three families who got emergency time off under the existing law, the first he
signed as president.
Early in his presidency, Clinton concentrated his talks on his major proposals to Congress, particularly on economic matters. He
still does so some Saturdays. But more often, he adds to the.catalogue of cautious proposals that have been his style since the Republicans took over Congress in the 1994 elections.
The Republicans get broadcast time for a Saturday radio talk of
their own. But with different voices and without the White House
pulpit, it is an unequal match.
It always has been difficult to calculate the size of the listening
audience, but replays, clips and news accounts magnify the impact,
especially on quiet weekends.
Just the thing for modest proposals, among them:
—Clinton's announcement of a $14.3 million first installment for
school equipment and training to link classrooms to the Internet.
—Word of an administration handbook for police on dealing
with witness intimidation by street gangs.
—His directions to federal agencies to save surplus food from
their cafeterias for distribution to the hungry.
—His preview of changes in automobile air bag rules to reduce
the risk of harming children.
And, of course, easy to install car seats.
One of these Saturdays, perhaps, there'll be instructions on how
to program a VCR.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to expresi their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than SIX) words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers,
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
Ni1116

FRANKFORT — The roses on
the 1997 Kentucky Derby winner's
blanket won't have begun to wilt
before General Assemby may be in
session here to reform the state's
system of higher education.
Winning the Derby will be the
easier task.
Gov.Paul Patton, who is virtually
staking his administration's success
on higher education reform, told
legislators by letter last week he's
inclined to call a special session on
the subject — and unnamed other
topics — beginning May 5.
So far, the governor is silent on
what reform he is likely to ask for
legislative approval. Almost certainly, however, reform will center
on how the system of universities,
community colleges and state technical schools is governed.
And the most recent meeting of
Patton's Task Force on Postsecondary Education offered a glaring
example of how far apart the higher
education establishment is on the
issue of governance and how divisive may be legislative debate on the
subject.
Clearly, the presidents of the
state's four-year universities still
don't have a clue about what Patton
wants less than three months before
the special session on reform is
likely to begin.
For the past three decades, the

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
state Council on Higher Education
has been the supposed final governing authority on the entire system,
with each university governed by a
separate appointed board of regents
or trustees. The University of Kentucky oversees the community colleges. State technical schools are
under a separate state government
agency.
In reality, the council, which also
is appointed by the governor, acts
more as an arbiter of disputes over
overlapping territories and responsibilities. It can be as strong or as
weak as its memberhsip — as
affective ineffective as the incumbent governor and legislators want it
to be.
At last week's task force meetings, a number of curent and former
members of the council urged Patton to strengthen the council's authority over higher education programs and budgets and to give it the
teeth necessary to enforce its
policies.

.. TIAEN

Mcgt. Vik%

Leonard Hardin, current council
chairman,said the council "has to be
in conflict to a certain extent with
the universities because ofour role."
The presidents, however, have
diametrically opposed ideas. They
want something of a free enterprise
attitude so they and their institutions
can offer whatever the market will
bear without having to justify new
programs and activities to the council first.
"You stifle expansiveness and
Kentucky will always be behind
other states," said Murray State
University President Kern Alexander.
In an ideal world, of course,
perched atop an ivory tower, universities would go about their business
of education without artificial restraints, offering programs and services wherever there is a demand.
But it's not an ideal world,even in
the ivory towers of Kentucky's
public colleges and universities.

The very fact that they are public
institutions with a direct pipeline
into the taxpayers's pockets means
the free market in academic programs in reality is free ride to the
Treasury.
For the same reason government
agencies rarely, if ever, disappear
entirely even when their usefulness
is disputed, does anyone believe
academic programs initiated at universities in a free market ever would
disappear for lack of interest or
success? Not likely, when tenured
faculty are involved and millions of
tax dollars are flowing in for buildings, equipment and support staff.
And it would not be long in this
free market in academic programs
before there would be engineering
schools in any city in Kentukcy that
wanted one.
The only way to maintain control
over the system is to give the
Council on Higher Education the
full authority to keep tight rein on
money, programs and services and
to insulate it as much as possible
from parochial political and regional interests.
Otherwise,the extra $100 million
a year Patton proposes for higher
education will be frittered away in
no time on more of the same
wasteful regional rivalries and duplication of programs. And then
they'll be back asking for still more.
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A little LBL history
by Stephen White
Special to The Ledger
Our Federal Government spends
only 1.4 percent of its budget on
natural resources. That includes
national parks, forests, wildlife refuges, monuments, air and water
pollution, environmental protection, endangered species and conservation reserve programs.
Percentage-wise this is almost
nothing. The nation's preoccupation
with defense and social programs
appears to be reducing the already
minute attention given to natural
resources and environmental programs. The wealth of this, or any
nation, comes from natural resources. If we ignore and waste those
resources, there may come a time
when there is nothing around worth
defending.
So how should we fund LBL?
First I'd urge you,and all parts of
the Tennessee Valley Authority
community to rally to the support of
natural resources in the valley.
Since the highest levels of TVA are
apparently out to lunch on other
issues (power), we will not have
their leadership. I for one will miss
that.
In the 1960s to the 1980s, they
were effective at restoring funding
and they have run a pretty outstanding, although expensive, natural
resources program. They have
harvested timber conservatively,
but profitably. LBL has gone from
80 percent to 90 percent forested
since 1963. Standing volume of
timber has more than doubled since
1966. Some 25 percent of LBL has
been set aside in reserve areas with
no timber harvest or other land
management activities. Eight of
nine eagle nests are associated with
Umber harvest areas. Deer, turkey,
and bald eagle ammaganent success
siorles are almost too good to be

Commentary
true! LBL has generated over two
million visits annually. This has
outstanding
generally
been
management.
If we fail to attract frcitongress
adequate support and f ding for
LBL and other natural resources, we
will regret this missed opportunity.
After the 1996 Olympic Summer
Games and all those TV commercials calling aqua, aqua, aqua, I
dreamily hopped Craven Crowell
and the agency that generates 25
percent of their electricity by hydro
had realized they have a direct stake
in water and watershed management and would soon announce that
the power side would fund natural
resources as a cost of doing good
business.
TVA could still offer the easiest.
and arguably the best, way to continue to build on, what overall, is a
very successful, although expensive, natural resources management
and demonstration record. If however, high levels of TVA fail to
recognize that people like fish,
wildlife and natural resources and
that it is good for the "corporate"
image and indeed for the interests of
all peoples, a transfer to another
federal agency is the most probable
alternative.
As a recent Murray Ledger and
Times column noted, this could
hold some unexpected surprises.
The arguments here are important
and I urge the public to get involved
as these decisions, if they are made,
will have significant impacts on
area development and environmental concerns for years to come.
It is probably important to note

here that at least four, and perhaps
five, federal agencies manage lands
at least somewhat similar to LBL
and the other TVA holdings around
the Tennessee River Valley. It is
also important to note that with
respect to the establishment of LBL,
at least three of these agencies - The
U.S. Forest Service, the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, and the National Park Service were considered
as the management agency for LBL
when it was established.
To my understanding, none of
those agencies were, nor have historically been, particularly interested in the mission and management of LBL. It has been suggested
this is why it ended up in TVA in the
first place.
LBL has a mixed mission that
makes it not quite a National Forest
(i.e. the heavy emphasis on environmental education and lands that will
never be highly productive forest
because of limited soil productivity
classes), not quite a National Wildlife Refuge (all the really good duck
habitat has been flooded by the
lakes) and not quite a National Park
(no really scenic or cultural
spectaculars).
Other agencies that today should
be considered as an alternative
management agency are the U.S.
Army Corp of Engineers and the
Bureau of Land Management. The
decisions to put LBL and other TVA
land holdings in one or more of
these agencies will be complex but
absolutely critical to future management and funding directions.
LBL has been a big fish in a little
pond within the TVA system. It is

far-and-away their biggest single
land holding and attracts nearly two
million visitors a year. When
dumped into any of the agencies
listed above, it pales into near
obscurity in both land area and
visitor-days. If LBL is transferred, it
will be a little fish in a big pond.I for
one fear obtaining adequate funding
won't be any easier in an agency that
has campgrounds closed in a place
with nine million visitors a year.
Again, I hope the public turnout
at the Congressional bearing March
1 is huge and -they have one very
focused message: first and foremost
- adequate funding. It was promised, it is necessary, and it is right.
Nobody wants a balanced budget
more than I do,but we can rightfully
and justifiably ask for adequate
funding for natural resources and
LBL.
However,if as appears likely, the
TVA board and/or chairman continue to want out of natural resources, then we need to tell the Congressional hearings that a very careful and considered process needs to
be begun.
It should contain a full range of
options including a review of the
TVA leadership along with the
considerations of moving to other
agencies. If the latter paths seem
seriously plausible, each of the
potential agencies should prepare
and put forth detailed proposed
management plans for the publics'
consideration. The plans should
include budgets, mission statements
and specific management action
plans and programs. Each of these
agencies now have their own serious budget problems and management biases. A quick change of
agencies certainly would provide
change but may not provide relief.
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Creative
KidS ConteStI
Oakwood Studio
m3-7otio

Dunn baby
born Dec. 22

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dunn of
Benton are the parents of a son,
Daniel Thomas Dunn, born on
Sunday, Dec. 22, 1996, at Norton
Hospital, Louisville.
The baby weighed four pounds
54 ounces and measured 16 inches. The mother is the former
April Lane of Murray.
Grandparents are Ms. Bobbie
Geurin Lane of Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Lane.of Paducah,
and Mr. and Mrs. James Dunn of
Benton. A great-grandmother is
Mrs. Kathleen Lane of Marion.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Gospel singing at Almo Friday
A gospel singing at Almo Church of Christ will be Friday, Feb.
21, at 7 p.m. at the church, located off Highway 641 North on Highway 464. Congregational singing will be led by several song leaders
in the area. Hoyt Cleaver Jr., song leader at Almo, will be coodinator. The public is invited.

Fish fry at center on Friday
St. Leo Catholic Church will have a fish fry on Fridays, Feb. 21
and March 21, at the Parish Center. Serving will be from 4 to 7 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for adults, $4 for senior citizens, 60 and up, $3 for
children, 5 and up, and free to 4 and under. Tickets will be available
at the door. The public is invited to attend.

1

DALE CARNEGIM
11.
TRAINING*
You're Invited to a
Preview Meeting
Thurs., Feb. 20, 1997 •
6:29 p.m.
Seel Western Racier Inn
Murray, KY
Soft Skills For Quality
-Leadership and Teammate
.rderpsnional and Human
Relasons Development
•haollvation
•Reducs Strew Worry. and Tension
•Preseinearion Seale
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American Heart
Association-9

Hospital retirees to meet Saturday
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7470* Hal Rd. Evansville. IN 47711
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Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Feb. 22, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Shoney's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
; employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

FOR INFORMATION:
CALL ED TAYLOR
500-686-3253

A stroke can change
your life forever

Murray Elementary Council to meet
Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday, Feb. 20, at 6 p.m. in the school library. Eleanor
Mills, principal, urges all council members and the public to attend.

Celebrating

Black History event Friday
Murray High School will have special events in honor of Black
History Week on Friday, Feb. 21. Dr. Charles Mimisield, professor
at Murray State University, will speak at the program at 2 p.m. in
the school gym. The Voices of Praise will present special music.
"Coming Out of the Dark" is the theme of the observance. A reception will start at 1:30 p.m. The public is invited to attend.

Special meeting Friday
A reception of families and educators of children with disabilities
at
to meet with local legislators will be Friday, Feb. 21, at 5:30 p.m.
Dr.,
Center
Medical
1002
th Purchase Area Development District,
Mayfield. This will be an opportunity to share encouragement and
concerns with those who make decisions concerning laws that affect
at
families. A question and answer session with legislators will be
the
by
sponsored
being
is
reception
The
reception.
the close of the
Purchase Area Chapter of the Autism Society of America. For more
information call Robert or Melissa Myers at 1-502-247-6634.

Promise Keepers plan event
Promise Keepers will have a breakfast on Saturday, Feb. 22, at 8
a.m. at Racer Inn, Mayfield. The cost will be $5 per person. All men
and ministers are invited. For more information call Steve McGee,
1-502-247-8392.

Republican dinner Friday
The Republican Party will hold its annual Lincoln Day dinner on
Friday, Feb. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at Hopkinsville. Lamar Alexander will
be the featured speaker. Dinner tickets are limited. For tickets or
information call Bob Prince at 1-502-527-8612, days, or
1-502-362-7665, nights.

4-H Washington trip planned
Any high school freshman or sophomore who would like to travel
to Washington, D.C., during their spring break with teens from all
over Kentucky should contact the Calloway County Extension Office
at 753-1452. This exciting and educational trip will be sponsored by
the 4-H program.

Music Chorus will not rehearse

Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will not have a rehearsal on Thursday, Feb. 20, at 7 p.m. at the club
house. Margie Shown, director, said the next rehearsal will be
Thursday, March 6.

Murray BPW to meet Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
Feb. 20, at 6 p.m. at Seafood Express. Guest speaker will be Marilyn
Parks Chaunan, president of Calloway County Chapter of the American Heart Association. All members and interested persons are urged
to attend.

Kennel Club to meet Thursday

Kentucky Lake Kennel Club will meet Thursday, Feb. 20, at 7
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. Cheri Jensen will present a
program on "How A Dog's Sensory World Affects His Behaviour."
All members and interested persons are invited. For information call
Rose Carpenter, president, 759-4556.

BLACK HISTORY

Tammy Gail Parker
and Timothy John Hobbs

...impossibilities are
merely things
which we have
not yet learned.

Parker and Hobbs
engagement announced
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Parker of Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Tammy Gail Parker, to Timothy John Hobbs, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Hobbs of Mayfield.
Miss Parker is the granddaughter of Mrs. Kattie Parker and the late
W.D. Parker and Mrs. Tillie Geurin and the late J.D. Geurin, all of
Murray.
Mr. Hobbs is the grandson of Mrs. Betty Hobbs and the late Herbert
Hobbs of Mayfield, and the late Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hayden of Fancy
Farm.
The bride-elect is a 1996 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is currently employed at Murray Ledger & Times.
The groom-elect is a 1995 graduate of Graves County High School.
He is currently employed at Briggs & Stratton.
Wedding plans will be announced at a later date.

Ruling Star Lodge #51

Chester W. Chestnut
(1858-1932) American illtiter

STARTIN TODAY...
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Shedd Foundation offering
educational screening clinic
ducational Screening
An
Clinic to help with reading and
attention deficit disorder (ADD)
problems will be offered by the
Shedd Dyslexia Foundation at
Mayfield.
Paul L. Thompson, Ed.D.,
NCSP, executive director at the
Shedd Research Academy, says
"students with dyslexia and ADD
are bright children. They often
have perceptual problems which
affect their reading or
comprehension."
Thompson says "however, this
is not their whole problem. They
often have problems with being
organized, paying attention and
concentrating, Spelling and writing skills are weak. Some have
trouble with reversing letters and
numbers. Some are overactive
and distractible. Sometimes they
are inconsistent. One minute they
are doing well, and then they
have forgotten."
The Shedd Dyslexia Foundation offers tutoring programs in
different communities.

HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER
FOR BOTH MEN 8 WOMEN
767-0780

Jeff Garner
of Paris, TN
has lost 31 Lbs.
and 363/4 inches
in 6 weeks!

In the programs, one parent become involved by helping tutor
the students. Classes include 1-1
reading, social skills training and
a listening skills class.
The first step is to identify the
problem. A Screening Clinic has
been set up to help parents in the
identification of their children's
problems. If a student qualifies,
based on the screening, then he
or she would be eligible for participation in a program in their
area.
To set up an appointment for
screening or for information, call
or write Debbie Craven, Admissions Office, 1-502-247-8007, at
Shedd Dyslexia Foundation, 346
Central Ave., P.O. Box 493,
Mayfield, KY 42066. Limited
scholarship is available.

Win a Grand Prize of a Pot 0'Gold worth $20,000!
We are paying out more places - 250 each posting!
1,500 winners for the month!
ENTER FROM FEB. 16-MARCH 8, IT'S FREE!
Complete rules available at Casino Services

Trile Bonus Points!
Hey Prayers Preferred Members! You can earn Triple
Bonus Points every Tuesday and Thursday in February!

$ 3x $ 3x
Instant CEO Back

Registry

Now WE PAY FOR YOUR SLOT PLAY! Redeem your slot club
bonus points for cash, cash that's yours the same day you play!
IF YOU'RE NOT A MEMBER JOIN TODAY,IT'S FREE!

Valerie Barrett
& Hugh Lively
Wheal Miner & Chris DUI
GInny Graves
& Jason McClure
Amanda Haynes
& Brent HIghfil
Maureen Jones
& Tommy Thompson

Now Available...

Mina Kauklan
& Chris Vac*

ODDS ON CRAPS

na Rayburn
& Allen Rayburn
Francine Steams
& Brian Shell
Catena Meehan &
Andrew Marshall

Lose those unwanted pounds
and inches now!!! All it tidies is
a phone call!!! CALL TODAY!!!
*
irairillibilrilell01141111.1110111111itiergeleginolin

c,
(It&

1•800•929•5905
In Metropolis, IL, ogress front
Peducalt, KY, where 1-24 meets the
Ohio River (Exit 37).
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Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
•Standard & High Risk

Ashley J ROSS
Agent

Ross Insurance
Agency
ilearam
&Vat
4.1

600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Feb. 12, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Eyres baby girl. parents. Evelyn and
Kevin, Almo;
Craig baby boy, mother, Bambi

Sager
Dismissals

Family Pack Special

1
1
1
1

99
10

Lb. BBO
Pt. Baked Beans
Pt. Slaw
Pkg. Buns

Russell V Mueller and Mrs Becky
Sue Maddox, Benton; Delbert M
Faulkner, Springville, Tenn.:
Miss Matisse L Sanderson and
Miss Alexia J. Higgins, Hardin; Roger
Underwood, Puryear, Tenn.; Bobby F
Mabry, Hickory;
Miss Eugenia J. Colbert, Mrs Alyne
Howard, Mrs. Ruth V. Andrews, Nanney twin baby girls,
Mrs Beatrice Curtis Patram, Mrs
Elaine E. Etherton and Huie James
Warren, all of Murray.

Expiration
James Clifton Wilkerson, Murray
• • • •

Mon.-Sat.
11:00-8:30
Sunday
11-2

1617
Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-3985

TODAY

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
Feb. 13, have been released as
follows:
Dismissals
Ms. Brenda F. McCarty, Paris,
Term.; Mrs. Denisha Chantal Orr and
baby boy, Hazel;
Danny J. Ham, Benton; Mrs.
Amanda Kough Diel and baby girl,
Farmington;
Mrs. Thelma Depriest, Mrs. Larue
Wallace, Miss Varhonda Jo Wright,
Mrs. Wilma Dean Stephenson,
Mrs. Otella Huckaby, Joel Timothy
Wilson, Ms. Alline Evins, and Dalton A
Dunn, all of Murray.
• • • •

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Feb.
14, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Grady baby girl, parents, Leigh Ann
and Raymond, Murray;
Gipson baby boy, mother, Jamie
Rosson, Benton;
Gossum baby boy, parents. Wendy
and John, Mayfield;
Mize baby girl, parents, Amy and
Lennie, Farmington.

Dismissals

We carry a
complete line
of kitchen
appliances to
fit your needs.

Mrs. Charlotte B. Gilliam, Water Valley; Cleveland Hicks, Cadiz;
Randall D. Pace and Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Jameson, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Nathan L. Adams and Mrs. Tracy J.
York, Benton; Mrs. Evelyn K. Eyres
and baby girl, Almo;
Mrs. Stephanie K. Cox, Grand Rivers; Craig Allen Garland, Kirksey;
Marvin G. Glazer, Mrs. Floy E.
Herndon, Mrs Joyce E. Guge, Mrs.

FUN & FASHION

Angela K. McCuision,
Mrs. Bessie Irene Bynum, William
Lee Scarberry, Miss Bernd Sager and
baby boy,
William F. Smith, Ms. Maria E.
Garza, and Miss Tyra M Jones. all of
Murray
• .. •
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Feb. 15, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

• Dishwashers
• Ranges & Stoves
• Cooktops
• Ovens
• Microwaves

• Dishwashers
• Refrigerators
• Washers
• Dryers
We also do
Replacement
Installations

90 DAYS
SAME
AS CASH

eff(7)1 Musk, sandalwood, amber or jasmine are sensual scents for romantic
cg.E=====a=E=.5

No Payments!
No Interest Charge!

411 Maple Street

One of the most anci
trends has
returned to us d
r sue
ass
t seems everyone is sea
Pa
g for peace and serenity. Certain fragrances or mixtures of oils can evoke
certain emotions, each scent is designed
specifically for different feelings.
The timing of this is no surprise to the
fragrance industry. This search for serenity is a reaction to the end of the 80's
and the beginning of the 90's, which were
all about power, speediness and craziness. People now want to slow down and
appreciate the beauty of life. There is
scientific proof that certain ingredients
do have behavioral effects. Some of the
most popular ingredients in colognes
being used are, cedarwood, myrik, jasmine, rosemary, and lavender.
Essential oils found in aromatherapy
are used to create certain feelings like
temple incense and mynk are used to
create a spiritual accent. Balancing it out
with sensual notes of precious woods and
ambemiusky ginger, lotus and cedar leaf
are added to evoke simiplicity.. When you
smell it you feel calm.
Our sense of smell is processed by the
same part of the brain that processes
memory and emotions.
Check out the list below for mood
maintenance.
(1) Vanilla, lavender or bergamot will
calm you and help wind you down after a
stressful day.
(2) Grapefruit, lemon, pine, citrusy
ingredients have an uplifting energizing

Murray, Ky.

moods.
D.K. Kelley is now carrying aromatherapy kits with the essential oils
and descriptions to tell you what they are
for. Come in to experience the healing
power of the essential oils. Now changing
your mood from sad. to glad is easy.
We also have fragrance diffusers and
herb guides to tell you how to use certain
herbs in healing. Brilliant hanging crystals to catch the light to create a rainbow
effect are also in.
Spring merchandise in bright colors
and great fabrics in all sizes are herr.
Be sure to come to lunch Friday and
check out all of our exciting new items
Be thinking about Easter n is not that far
away.
Congratulations to Evelyn Wallis, who
won the Brighton belt at our luncheon
Fnday.
Come to Murray's Most interesting
store for a wonderful experience.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report

753-1713
305 South 121h
--.
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Dismissals
Rexie W. Jackson and Mrs. Geneva
Ann Butler, Hardin, Dakota H. Farmer,
Wingo,
Mrs. Julie L. Powers, Charles E.
Scott, Mrs. Diana Elizabeth Tipton,
and Glynn Tucker, all of Mayfield;
Mrs Linda Fennell, Dexter; Dustin
Blake Shelby, Fulton; Miss Sara C.
Jones and Kenneth Paul Bucy,
Benton;
Mrs. Marie Carter, Mrs. Karen M.
Jackson, Mrs. Evelyn E. Paulson, Mrs.
Thelma C. Griffin, and James Kilcoyne, all of Murray.

Two newborn admissions and
ismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday Feb.
16, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Jones baby boy, parents, Holli and
Tommy, Benton;
Williams baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Jason, Hazel.

Dismissals
Miss Jamie C. Rosson and baby
boy, Mrs. Janice M. Wallace and baby
girl, and Nicholas O. Dempsey,
Benton;
Nathan D. Yoder, Cottage Grove,
Tenn.; Mrs. Amy Alexander Mize and
baby girl, Farmington;
Mrs. Leigh Ann Grady and baby girl,
Robert W. Kendall, Aaron Lawrence,
Tyler C. Houston, Joe R. Sims, and
Mrs. Janet L. Robinson, all of Murray.
• • • •
Two newborn admissions, dis-

missals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Feb. 17, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Taylor baby girl, parents, Tammy
and Kenneth, Palmersville, Tenn.;
Hays baby boy, parents, Christi and
Jerry, Murray.

Dismissals
Mrs. Linda 0. Oliver, Gilbertsville;
Mrs. Lois Norwood, Hardin; Mrs. Lillie
M. Street, Mayfield;
Miss Sarah N. Verive, Dexter; John
B. Lott and Miss Rebecca Lynn Culp,
Benton; Mrs. Karen Johnson Starks,
Paris, Tenn.;
Ottis L. Hurt, Mrs. Mattie V. Lamb,
Mrs. Maggie Paschall, Arthur Chap Jr.,
and Richard E. Walker, all of Murray.

Expiration
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Wallace baby girl, parents. Janice
and William, Benton,
Miller baby boy, parents, Betsy and
Amon, Hollow Rock, Tenn

Arthur C Jewell, Murray.
alas
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard Alan Bazzell

Hanselman-Bazzell
wedding vows are said
Karen Alene Hanselman and Richard Alan Bazzell were married on
Saturday, Aug. 10, 1996, at 1 p.m. at St. Jude Catholic Church, Chattanooga, Tenn.
John Dale of the Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray, and Fr.
Bob Hofsteuer of St. Jude Catholic Church, Chattanooga, officiated.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Hanselman Jr.
of Hixson, Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Julia Bartkewicz
and the late Stanley Bartkewicz of North Middleton, N.J.
The groom is the son of MY. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell of Murray.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Rowland of Paducah, Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne Bazzell of Henderson, and Dewey Bazzell and the
late Mrs. Cotiel Bazzell of Farmington.
Alicia Robkin of West Palm Beach, Fla., was matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Kelley Tipton of Chattanooga and Amy Houtz of
Hixson, Tenn.
Carey Alexander of Fulton was best man. Eric Noah-Wilson of
Nashville, Tenn., and Brett Bazzell of Murray were groomsmen.
A reception followed in the Roosevelt Room at the Historic Chattanooga Choo-Choo.
The bride is a 1992 graduate of Hixson High School. She is currently employed by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Tennessee.
The groom, a 1989 graduate of Calloway County High School, received his bachelor's degree in Finance cum laude from Murray State
University in 1993.
Mr. Bazzell is employed as a manager with JCPenney Co., Inc.,
Chattanooga, and as a partner in Al3N, Inc., of Murray whose holdings include FarLands Travel of Murray and Mayfield.
After the wedding to Disney World, the bridal couple is residing in
Chattanooga, Tenn.
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Murray High School lists honor roll
Murray High School has released the honor roll for the second nine weeks of school as
follows:
NINTH GRADE
All As
Matthew C Clemson, Carl J. Gustafson, Jennifer K. King, Laura P.
Nixon, Dana R. Parker, Ryan A Seay,
and Ryan M. Vonnahme.
AN As and Bs
Craig E. Aguiar, Cara A. Anderson,
Undsay A. Atkins, Becky L. Blinston,
Brook A. Boggess, Ashley K. Boyd,
Stephen P Compton, Layne Dennison, Ashley M. Dunn, Meg D Farrell,
Ryan C. Geib, Ashlee A Guin, Kimberly R. Harrington,
Fulton K. Hart, Brittany D. Jackson,
Undsay B. Lawson, James S. Marshall, Andrew G. McClure, Lucas G.
Miller, Jessica J. Radke, Chip A. Ray,
Lisa A Stockard, Sara G. Strickland,

John W. Thieke, and Elizabeth D
Trawiclit.
10TH GRADE
All As
Elizabeth At AMIN), Brooke &main,
Amanda C. Conley, Courtney M. Griffiths, Weekly J. Hart, Kristin L. Kopperud, Cassandra D. McNutt, Emily A.
Noble, Anne B. Pickens, Jessica D
Smith, Allison F Vinson, and Sarah M
Wurgler
AN As and Bs
Michael S. Andrus, Justin D. Baker,
Jason C. Bright, Matthew 0. Brown,
MIcah S. Cathay, Brach A. Crider,
Robert G. Fitch, Clint A. Hampton,
Rikki A Hill, Phillip D Hocking, Justin
P Jones, Thomas W. Leary, Trice A
Maxwell, Brian S. McNeely,
Rebecca J. Mehr, Lauren A. Miller,
Jac* B. Rabe, Heather D. Schroeder,
Jason U Smith, Rohit Tendon, Drew
K Thompson, Cohn L. Wier, Tyler Wil-

hams, Geoffrey G. Young, John P
Young III, Gretchen A. Klaus, Christina
A. Samos, and Jessica Worful

Wolff, Salan 8 Chase Leigh
Haverstock, and Nathan J Hughes

11TH GRADE
All As
Autumn L. Alcoa, Adam C Bark
David C. Creouch, Kisen N Nathu,
Ryan B Pickens, and Mark A
Stockton.
AN As and Bs
Morgan L. Blankenship, Rebekah L
Brown, Ellen E Carpenter, Louis J
Chafed*, Bryan Dennison, Tracy L
Downey, Michelle L Faihst, Candace
M. Gurley, Louis C Hill, Samantha IA
Housed, Jadyn N. Hopkins, Courtney
E Horner, Mary Kay Halyard, O'Shaea
Hudspeth,
Jeremy E. Hunt, Jeanne C. Maddox,
Amy Mangle, Joseph D. McKeel, Jeffrey E. Page, Joshua A. Price, Chen L.
Riedel, Amberiey S. Rollins, Brad S.
Simmons, Anthony J. Thurmond, Enka

12TH GRADE
All As
Elizabeth R Broughton. Jennifer I
Leary. and Katie N McNeary
All As and Bs
Kimberly 0 Alexander Dee Banks,
Amy R. Burgess, Ashley R Burgess,
Angela L. Colson, Michelle L Crouse,
Karen D Fischer, Jamie L Fox, Melissa D. Goldhamer, Christine E. Griffiths, Julie A Gustafson, Lynda /.4
Harnngton, Stephanie Hill, Aaron R
Howard, Angela R. Hutchens,
Steven U. Ingersoll, Susan R Krieb,
Jennifer A Lewis, Crystal R Mardis,
Cory M. Martin, Lindsay 8 McNutt,
Robert T. Naulty, Stephanie L Simmons, Rahul Tendon, Dana D Thomas, Darlene G. Woods, Joshua C. Elliott, Robert S. Howard, and Joanna L.
Kind.

MURRAY FAMILY YMCA
12th St • 759622
reSOlUtionSOlUtiOn4— 2°9 NChestnut
St • 753-42'95
1510

New Shipment Just Arrived!
Beanie Babies are all the Rage!
Do you have yours?
Vintage Rose

4-H sewing orientation will be held Saturday
Would you like to learn to
make your own clothes? If you
are between the ages nine and 19

you can be a part of the 4-H sewing program.
Persons may call the Calloway

Hazel hears Jennings
Lana Jennings, Math Coordinator in the Learning Center at
Murray State University, was
guest speaker at the January
meeting of Hazel Woman's Club
held at the Hazel Community
Center.
Jennings discussed the services
provided such as developmental
classes for underprepared students as well as free tutoring for
MSU students.
Committee reports were given
by committee chairpersons.
The club voted to make dona-

Lana Jennings

tions to KET and the local
D.A.R.E. program.
Hostesses were Hilda Bennett
and Elaine Paschall.
• • • •
For the December meeting, the
members of Hazel Woman's Club
had dinner at Path's Restaurant at
Grand Rivers.
Sharon Ray gave the devotion.
Thirteen members exchanged
gifts.
• • • •
Michael Robinson, executive
director of Playhouse in the Park,
spoke at the November meeting
of Hazel Woman's Club.
Robinson brought the club up
to date on current and upcoming
events at the Playhouse.
His guests, Brett Mills, John
Griffin, and Emi McFarland, presented a skit called "The Last
Play," based on an actual happening involving a local high school.
Secret pals were revealed and
names were drawn for 1997.
Betty Hutson, Pat Latimer and
Marla Thompson, hostesses,
served refreshments to 16 members and five guests.
• • • •
The club will meet Thursday,
Feb. 20, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Center. Hostesses will be Pat
Dalton and Judy Paschall.

County Extension Office to sign
up at 753-1452. Deadline to enroll is Thursday, Feb. 20. Classes
will be available during March
and April.
There will be an orientation
meeting for all interested youth
on Saturday, Feb. 22, at the Senior Citizens' area of Weaks
Community Center.
During this orientation meeting, the second through sixth year
seamstresses need only to stay for
the speaker's presentation until
11 a.m. The first year participants
need to plan to stay until 3 p.m.
and bring their lunches. They will
be making a pillow to learn to
use the sewing machine and work
with materials.
Youth need to bring these
items to the orientation meeting:
dressmaker shears, hand needle
and pins (appropriate for fabric),
pin cushion (wrist or other),
thread, measuring tape, marking
tools (marking pencil, chalk,

etc.), sewing box (to hold and
store tools), seam ripper, portable
sewing maching if possible and
know how to operate.
Specific patterns and materials
will be outlined during the orientation meeting for each year.
Volunteers are needed to assist
the 4-H youth in the clothing
construction classes. If you are
able to work with a sewing machine or surger and enjoy working with 9-19 year-olds, your
skills are needed for the classes.
Persons may call the Calloway
County Extenion office at
753-1452 to volunteer to help
with these classes.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is an organization of the
University of Kentucky Cooperative Extension Service. The local
council receiftes funding from the
United Way of Murray and Calloway County.

YMCA plans Kid's Night
The Murray Family YMCA
will conduct a Kid's Night on
Friday, Feb. 21, from 6 to 10
p.m.
This is an opportunity for the
parents to spend an evening by
themselves and let the YMCA
take care of the children.
The activities for children,
ages 6 to 12 years, will be at the
Carr Health Building on the campus of Murray State University.
The children will participate in
such activities as swimming, ba-

111 South 4th Street 759-2100
Open Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00

Sweep Up The Savings
At Our

WINTER INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE!
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25% 35

OFF

'Selected Wallpaper & Borders
'Decorative Pillows • Floral Arrangements
•Selected Gift hems

ii

starts Monday, February 10
&:-\\ Sale
kMR5',\ HURRY! Sale ends soon!
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sketball on the arena floor,
games, and arts and crafts.
The fee for this fun filled evening will be $10 for the first child
and $5 for the second child.
Membership is required and financial assistance is available.
Registration is being conducted
at the YMCA, 1510 Chestnut St.,
Murray. For more information
call Janice at 753-0228.

4.

$5.50 each
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519 South 12th St.
Murray (502) 753-7575
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WELCOME SPRING...

Good Food
Fast Service - Fast Convenient Location
Reasonable Prices
A Great Deal
A BURGER for a BUCK
4th
CLOSE

$100
Limited Una Only

Monday-Thursday

Our Hamburgers are CHAR-BROILED —
Cooked when ordered and dressed to
please you!

.0

e.Si•

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET
Ribs, Pond
Bar-B-0
Raised Catfish Fillets,
Fried Chicken, Hickory
Smoked Ham, Food Bar,
Salad Bar, Dessert Bar,
Drink.

will be featured in the Murray Ledger & Times
annual special edition "Miss Spring" to
be published Tuesday. March 25.

s 95

111111

Melissa Ainley
Miss Spring 1997

Don't miss the opportunity to advertise your
business in this special issue. Call any of our
advertising sales representatives before March, 18 1997.
Mary Ann Orr, Lori Andrus,'Una Young
or Janet Walker

753-1916
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pair

All Ladies Dress &
Casual Shoes
*All Sales Final*

Selected Group of

Nurses Unahtita:. Lita.4*.40,4*.

Factory Discount Shoes
and
Nurses Uniforms AN

Benefit fashion show will be here Saturday
By HELEN BOUGHTON
Sorority Wrner
Plans were made for the annual
fashion show by Alpha Mu 04760
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority. All proceeds will
go to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn.
Many children in this local area
have been helped and parents are
truly grateful.
Kathie Fleming is coordinating
the event to be held at the Playhouse in the Park on Saturday,
Feb. 22. Musical entertainment
will start at 1:45 p.m. followed
by the fashion show. Featured

will be fashions from The Edge,
and children's fashions from Lad
& Lassie Children's Shop.
Alpha Mu Chapter members
are selling tickets for $5 for
adults and $3 for children under
18. Tickets may be purchased at
the door before the show or any
member of the chapter will have
tickets.
For tickets or more information
call Helen Boughton at 753-0972.
Other members who may be contacted are Kathie Fleming, Kathie
Gentry, Susan Plunkett, Helen
Campbell, Margaret Terhune and
Annazette Fields.

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9-6
Fri. 9-5, Sun. 1-6
Downtown on Court Square • 753-9419

Support Education

+ Free College +
Information Night

Featured will be refreshments
and special music. Allene Knight
will be the pianist and Boughton
will play the violin.
Pecans at $5 per package will
also be available at the show.
A new rushee at the February
meeting at the home of Helen
Campbell was Lane Sins. She
was introduced and welcomed.
Also welcomed back was Jean
Lewis who had been inactive for
a while.
Educational Director Kathie
Gentry introduced Peggy Billington, executive director of Calloway County Chapter of American
Red Cross.
Billington said she started
working with the Red Cross 13%
years ago and has been with since
that time. She said it has grown
considerably the last five years.
The director said she had set
three goals for this year. As
chairman of the Calloway County
Youth Service Center, she is
helping with the Calloway
County Middle School. She is
proud of the long list of students
who will assist her.

Some of her plkns include
body building, baskall games,
meetings on beauty helps. etc.
Billington handed out brochures
to each member which were titled
"Disaster Preparedness for Seniors" by Seniors.
President Campbell thanked
Billington and told her a donation
would be made to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital in her
name for speaking to Alpha Mu.
Campbell announced that five
crib blankets were made by
Alpha Mu members and donated
to The Hope United Pregnancy
Care Center.
Birthdays celebrated for the
month of February were Campbell, Susan Plunkett, and oneyear-old Katherine Daeun Seo,
daughter of member Myung Hee
Lee. While the baby was sung to,
she clapped her hands and
smiled.
This fund is a special one
which helps members in time of
distress and illness. This is the
reason members put their birthday money in the Disaster Fund.

Special sale Saturday

for adults beginning
or returning to college to
earn an undergraduate degree

ALPHA PA.) CHAPTER photos

Peggy Billington, second left, executive dlrectlir of Calloway County
Chapter of American Red Cross, spoke at a meeting of Alpha Mu 414760
of Epsilon Sigma Alpha international Sorority. Pictured also are, from
left, Kathie Gentry, Helen Campbell and Jean Lewis.

Thursday, March 6, 1997••6-9 p.m.
Murray State University
Curris Center, Mississippi Room
Rebecca and Darcie Carson prepare a prom dress to be sold at the
"Special Occasion Collection" sale, sponsored by Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club. Previously worn special occasion dresses in excellent condition will be sold Saturday, Feb. 22, at the club house from
noon to 3 p.m. Admission to the sale will be $2 per person. A door
prize by Trudy McFarlane Kitchen and Home will be given to a paying
guest and each one attending will receive a coupon for 10 percent off
on bath toiletries. Anyone interested in placing a dress in the sale may
do so from 10 a.m. to noon Saturday. There will be a $3 charge for each
dress to be sold. Dress owners will receive the proceeds from the sale
of their dresses. For more information call 753-8032.

register.

ohmic Ouore

Nu'Tay State Vail vtlity is all equaleducation arufeinploymtni opportunity 94'/VD/X11 enipkiyer.

At a Jewell Pin ceremony of Alpha Mu #4760 of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority was held at the home of Helen Campbell. Pictured, from left, are Susan Plunkett, new jewel pin member, and her
sponsor, Kathie Gentry, Helen Boughton and her jewel pin member,
Myung Hee Lee, Kathie Fleming, past Kentucky Council president who
performed the ceremony, and Alpha Mu President Campbell.

COMMUNICATIONS
Personal Communication Solutions

PAGERS
*29.00 ea
Unlimited Calls,
$10.00 per month

And Unlimited Pages

Buy Two Phones and Get
Free Monttgy Access on
Second Phone for One Year

Starting
at $9.95

Sign up now and get a Free NCAA Final Four
Basketball with activation.**

Starting
at $9.95

•
win 4,C1Le9
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
516 Main St. • Downtown • Murray • 753-0123
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, Feb. 19
AG Showcase '97, sponsored by Calloway Farm Bureau, 10 a m -8
p m.N4est Kentucky Exposioon Center. Admission free.
Murray High School Site-based Decision Making Council called
meeting/3:15 p.m./front office.
Murray High Athletic Boosters/5 15
pm/school library.
Southwest Elementary School SBOM
Cound1/3 30 p m /counselors meeting
room
Overeaters Anonymous/5:30
p.m./pnvate dining room at MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Hazel Center/Open 10 a.m.-2 p_milor
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./lor
senior citizens' activities.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church C 0 MJ7 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Dinner Newman House/5 p m.; Adult
Education/6:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowshiip/6:45 p.m.; Session
meeting/7:30 p.m.
First Christian Church Family Night
dinner/5:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Preschool Choir, Choristers/5 p.m. Kids
Club/5:30 p.m.; Handbell rehearsal,
Singers Unlimited, Tom Tumor Silent
Prayer Time, Finance Committee/6
p.m., Administrative Board/7 p.m ;
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Council/6
p.m.; service/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
WorIcV7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; Prayer and youth
groups/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime
Time, Praise!/6:30 p.m.: Prayer
meeting/Bible Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult and
Youth Bible Study, and Kid's Klub/7
p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
Blood Drive by Student Gov. Assn./10
a.m.-6 p.m./Curris Center Ballroom.
Info/762-6951.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
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LIBRARY NEWS

Wednesday, Feb. 19
Eagle Gellert, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 am.-4 p.m.
Wrath., West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m
National Boy Scout Museum Trading
Post/open 10 a.m.-4 pm
Thursday, Feb. 20
Murray Business and Proiessionai
Womerv6 p.m /Seafood Express
Hazel Woman's Club/7 p.m./Hazel
Community Center.
Rehearsal of Music Chorus of Music
Department of Murray Woman's Club
cancelled
Horne Department of Murray Woman's Club/1:30 p.m./club house.
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living. Dixieland Shopping Center.
Kentucky Lake Kenn* Club of West
Kentucky/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library, Info/759-4556.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m for
senior cibzens' activities.
Weak" Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray Women of the Moose/7
p.m./lodge hall
TOPS KY 0469 meeting/7 p.m. with
weigh-ini6 p.m./Annex of Calloway
County Public Library.
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
Murray Kewanee Club/6 p.m/Shoney's.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/Seven
Seas.
St. Leo Catholic Church RCIA/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Mothers' Day
Out/9 a.m.-3 p.m.; Paint Day/9 a.m.
and 630 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Young in Hearts Class/10:30 a.m
Memorial Baptist Church Visitation/7
p•m.
Shiloh Full Gospel service/7 p.m.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Calloway County High School Lady
Lakers and Lakers play basketball
games at Hickman County.
Murray State University Lady Racers
and Racers host basketball games
with Eastern Illinois/5.15 p.m. and 7.45
p.m.
MSU Jazz Band 1 performance/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium. Info/762-4288.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-7:30 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum Trading
Post/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m.

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance

By BEN GRAVES
Library Director

By BEN GRAVES
Library director

Before I went to college, I
spent a considerable amount of
my time in the company of (and
singing to) dairy catde.
Which goes a long way toward
explaining both my musical tastes
and the state of dairying in Ballard County. I mean well, but my
culture is thin in spots.
So it's nice to run across a
book that can guide me through
the process of throwing a NICE
Party.
It's The Complete Book of
Parties Celebrations and special
Occasions by Bridget Jones.
Parties was written in Britain,
but most of the terms have their
American equivalents beside
them. It covers everything you
could want to know about entertaining, from expected costs to
how to get lingering guests to
leave.
There are a lot of recipes for
party dishes and almost all of
them look good. I like the
Khorma Chicken (chicken braised
in yogurt), the ham and chicken
pie (excellent cold buffet fare)
and the couscous with peppers.
And the vanilla and mocha
sundaes (pages 106 and 107)
would start fights back home.
Their cake decorating is a little
fancy for my taste, but then what
do I know?
I particularly like the under-

stated tone that the book has. A
lot of the recipe and decoration
books that come look just too
precious to be real. This one
doesn't. All the suggestions make
sense and are obviously practical.
The pictures are wonderful and
the text is easy to read. It's
HIGHLY recommended and
you'll have to wait, 'cause 1 got
dibs on it first.
• • • •
Christian fiction is blooming.
Case in point: Over the Misty
Mountains by Gilbert Morris and
Aaron McCarver.
Two people travel to the western wilderness and find love and
loss there.
I've tried the random reading
test three times and all three tries
have caught my attention. It's a
first rate story and is highly
recommended.
• • • •
I had intended to write about
another fiction book here, but I
ran across the Eyewitness book,
Spy, and I just can't turn it down.
Spy has lots and lots of pictures with not too much text. The
photographs are wonderful. 1 had
no idea how much spy gear there
was out there.
This is neat stuff'.
I've been looking at this book
for a full 20 minutes and have
only written two sentences in that
whole time. That's how engrossing Spy is.
Highly recommended.

The Supreme Court building
in Washington, D.C. resembles
a Greek temple.
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Nanney girls
born Feb. 5
Twin daughters were born to
Mr. and Mrs. James (Jim) R.
Nanney of Murray on Wednesday, Feb. 5, 1997, at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Leanna Beth Nanney, weighing
five pounds and measuring 17 inches, arrived at 10:53 p.m. Marina Kaye Nanney, weighing five
pounds seven ounces and measuring 18 inches, arrive dat 11 p.m.
The mother is the former
Tammy Ford. A sister is Shawna
Rene.
Grandparents are Bob and
Kaye Nanney of Almo and Ms.
Margie Dodd of Murray.
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Lynn Gale Hubbard, Grand Rivers
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Spaying and neutering facts discussed
In recognition of February as
Prevent A Litter Month, the Humane Society asks you to take the
following little quiz to help you find
out how much you know about the
subject of spaying and neutering:
1. Every female dog or cat should
have just one later. True? or False?
2. Neutering will make my pet get
fat and lazy. True? or False?
3. Spaying or neutering will
cause a watchdog to become a sissy.
True? or False?

Humanely Speaking
by the

Calloway Co. Humane Society
4. It it necessary to neuter male
pets because only the females acwally give birth. True? or False?
Give yourself a gold star if you
answered "False" to allot the above.
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Hickory Woods

3. Some people mistakenly believe that spaying or neutering will
cause dogs to cease being protective. Again, there is no truth to this.
Some dogs are naturally more pro-

Retirement Center

'The very BEST in Retirement
and Assisted Living

Galileo said heading for
close encounter with
frozen Europa this week

Contaet Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)
•
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The spacecraft also will monitor the plumes of gas from the
volcanic moon lo, examine Jupiter's rings and observe a white
oval storm just above its surface.
At Europa, Galileo will concentrate on three types of surface
features. It will focus on where a
couple of dark linear features intersect and should be able to distinguish details as small as 500
yards across.
It will look at a crater-type feature that appears as a dark spot
with a bright halo and discriminate details as small as about 250
yards across. And, when it looks
at bright plains, it will be able to
discriminate "things about 100
yards across," said Ken Klaasen,
a Galileo imaging science team
member.
Playback of the recorded images begins Saturday. The first
images will emerge through the
computers on Monday.

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
are
effective
yields
percentage
annual
February IS, 1997.
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(SPECIAL) -- A drug that is
exciting researchers in the treatment of pain has been formulated into a new product known
as "Arthur Itise" and is being
called a "Medical Miracle" by
some, inAhe treatment of debilitating conditions such as arthritis, bursitis, rheumatism, painful muscle aches, joint aches,
simple backache, bruises, and
more. Although the mechanism
of action is unclear, experiments indicate that Arthur
His.* relieves pain by the first
selectively attracting, and then
messenger
the
destroying
chemical which carries pain
sensations to the brain, thus
eliminating pain in the affected
area. Arthur his® is available
immediately without a prescription in an odorless, greaseless,
non-staining cream or new easy
applicator liquid form. Arthur
his® is guaranteed to work or
your money bactiw
AVAILABLE AT:

Wallis Drugs
412 Main Street
763-1272

This historic posicwd showing a steamboat approaching Bowling Green Is
featured in "First American Roads, Flails and Rivers," an exhibit celebraling
Warren County's bicentennial. Steamboats we unable to reach Bowling
Green until around 1830 when the state authorized a system of locks and
dams. Until then, navigadon on the Ban-en and Green rivers was limited to
fiatboats and rafts.

DEATHS
Arthur Carlton Jewell
The funeral for Arthur Carlton Jewell will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Jim Pounders will
officiate. Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. Thursday. Masonic rites will be 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the funeral home.
Mr. Jewell, 64, Henry Street, Murray, died Monday, Feb. 17, 1997,
at 9:36 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was owner and operator of Shirley Florist, North Fourth Street,
Murray. He was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray, and of Signet Lodge 8555 Free and Accepted Masons, Detroit,
Mich.
His father, John Henry Jewell, and one brother, Howard Jewell, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Barbara Roberts Jewell, to whom
he was married on May 9, 1953; one daughter, Mrs. Carol Anne Bylaslca and husband, Paul, Downingtown, Pa.; one son, David Jewell
and wife, Kimberly, Florence; his mother, Mrs. Ruby Steele Jewell,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Irene Sparks and husband, Charlie, Mesa,s
Ariz.; two sisters-in-law, Mrs. Faye Jewell, Murray, and Mrs. Mary Jo
James and husband, Marvin, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; two granchildren,
Troy Yates, Murray, and Stephanie Sturgeon, Downingtown, Pa.
. , _ .

Baby's weight a surprise
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Joel and Kimberly Frisby figured
they would have a big baby,
since their daughter weighed 12
pounds at birth.
But 13 pounds, 9 ounces?
"It surprised me how heavy he
was," Joel Frisby said about his
son, Hunter Joel Samuel Frisby,
who was born Tuesday. "I
thought, 'Man! She's been walking around with this guy in her
stomach all this time.'"

Dr. John Fuller has delivered
about 2,000 babies in more than a
decade of practice. This one
topped them all, he said.
"Dr. Fuller told me, 'Congratulations, you've just given birth
to a toddler,'" said Mrs. Frisby,
who delivved by Caesarean
section.
Mrs. Frisby said she considers
her family complete.
"Probably if I had another, it'd
be a 15-pounder."

Dog bailed out of slammer
PANAMA, N.Y. (AP) — It
was lust that landed Ralph in the
slammer, but his friends banded
together and bailed him out.
Now the former stray dog, a
butterscotch-colored short hair, is
licensed and legal, co-owned by
some 30 families in this village
about 65 miles south of Buffalo.
For years Ralph had been offered shelter on cold nights, food
and even medical attention by residents who didn't realize the
vagabond dog didn't belong to
anyone.
Apparently, that's the way
Ralph wanted it. Now that he's
licensed, the pooch is free to
make his regular route among
houses and trailers.

1

Expecting Ralph to stay put
would be against his nature, said
Bob Crossley, who first gave
Ralph his now-legal name in
1988.
"(If you) tie him up, you
might as well shoot him," Crossley said.
Ralph, a German Shepherd and
Akita mix, became the official
village dog after an animal control officer took him into custody
last month. The owners of a female dog complained when Ralph
kept vigil from the other side of a
fence for three days.
His friends turned in a license
application and fee to spring the
amorous pooch. There are plans
to get Ralph neutered in the
spring.
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for millions
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — Scientists who believe there may be
life on Jupiter's moon Europa
will get their closest look yet at
the icy surface when the unmanned Galileo spacecraft speeds
by.
Europa, with an ocean that
could be 60 miles deep, appears
to have a fractured crust of icy
slabs that may be sliding on a
warmer layer of slush or water.
If true, that would give Europa
two ingredients essential for life:
water and a source of internal
heat.
The spacecraft will come
within 360 miles of Europa on
Thursday morning, said William
J. O'Neil, the Galileo project
manager at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena.
O'Neil said mission officials
are hoping the encounter goes
smoothly.
"Everything is working just
right," O'Neil said, noting that a
glitch-prone onboard tape recorder is operating properly.
During a Dec. 19 encounter
with Europa, the tape recorder
that stores data from Galileo's
scientific instruments blacked out
about 35 hours before it was to
begin recording. Aggressive work
from the ground brought it back a
little more than an hour before it
was needed.
During this pass by Jupiter,
Galileo also will record information on two small moons, Amalthea, which is about 100 miles
across, and Thebe, which is about
25 miles across.
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These and other myths result from
fear or misunderstanding about the
sterilization operation and a lack of
education about the medical and
psychological needs of our companion animals. Here are the facts
which contradict the myths above:
1. The idea that every female dog
or cat should have just one litter has
absolutely no basis in medical fact,
and it is safe to say that the joys of
motherhood are not part of your
pet's goals in life. Every year millions of healthy young pups and
kittens are killed on streets and in
shelters across the country because
adult pets were allowed to have "just
one litter."
2. An even more stubborn belief
is that pets will become fat and lazy
as a result of being spayed or
neutered. Ridiculous! Pets, like the
rest of us, become fat from overeating and lazy from boredom and lack
of exercise. Feed your neutered
animal fewer calories and provide it
with play time and it will keep its
trim figure and playful nature.

OPENING FALL 1997
84 Utterback Rd.

Wait trit.14/41

tective than others, but most dogs
have some inclination to protect
their turf, and this instinct is not
reduced one bit by sterilization. In
fact, being neutered often results in
a dog's staying closes to home,
rather than wandering off in search
of adventure.
4. And, finally, many people still
believe that the problem of too
many pets and not enough homes
can be solved by having only female
pets "fixed." Unfortunately there
are still abundant unspayed female
pets running loose, and they do get
pregnant. How? By an encounter
with an unneutered male,of course.
One male pet can easily father 750
offspring in his lifetime. Thats' a lot
of suffering and pain if every one of
those babes is not found a loving
home.
This list of common myths about
spaying and neutering is not complete, of course. If you have unanswered questions about the operation itself or its benefits to your pet,
your family and your community,
call your vet and get more information. You are also welcome to call
the Humane Society at 492-8838.
Please take the step now, in February, and prevent a litter at your
house by having your pet "fixed for
life."
[Thanks to the following for
information in this series: American
Humane Association, ChanningBete Co. Inc., Doris Day Animal
League,Fund for Animals, Humane
Society of the United States, and
Voiceless.]
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City failed to notice slain girl's disappearance
NEW YORK (AP) — When
8-year-old Justin* Morales disappeared more than a year ago, her
school and child welfare workers
failed to notice and her mother
kept quiet.
Now, police are searching for
Justina's body, following a confession from her mother's exboyfriend, Luis Santiago, that he
beat the girl to death with a metal
pipe, investigators said.
The case raises questions about
how Justina could have vanished
without drawing the attention of
her public school or a child welfare worker who had investigated
why she missed so many classes.
The girl's mother, Denise Solero, took Justina out of her
school around the time of the
killing and enrolled her in
another school. But officials apparently never investigated when
the child failed to show up at her
new school, and authorities didn't
know the girl had disappeared
until last week.
"It seems that the system in
place to keep track of children
like Justina apparently broke
down," Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
said Monday through his spokeswoman, Colleen Roche.
Ms. Solero, 29, who now lives
in a battered women's shelter,
was too afraid of Santiago to tell
police about her daughter's death,
said her lawyer, Michael Dowd.
"He had threatened her and
other members of her family's
lives if she ever spoke," Dowd
said. She has a 6-year-old son
with Santiago.
Acting on a tip from a friend
of Ms. Solero, police arrested
Santiago, 23, on Sunday. He was
being held without bond on a
murder charge.
According to the criminal complaint, Santiago confessed to fatally beating the girl on Dec. 31,
1995. Dowd said Santiago was
trying to hit Ms. Solero with the
pipe when he accidentally struck
Justina, who had tried to
intervene.
Police were searching for the
girl's body in vacant lots around
the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of
Brooklyn, using shovels, dogs
and sometimes bulldozers.
The city . medical examiner's
office examined bones that were
found in one vacant lot and said
they did not appear to be human,
spokeswoman Ellen Borakove
said today.
Police refused to confirm published reports that a pair of children's sneakers also was unearthed
Monday.
A child welfare employee had
worked with Ms. Solero from
November 1995 through January
1996, investigating reports that
Justina was skipping school. The
case was closed after the worker
concluded the absences were not
enough to keep the girl from ad-

Cruiser's videotape
captures shootout
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP) —
Police searched for two men involved in weekend shootouts
with police, one of which was
videotaped by a patrol car camera
and shown repeatedly on national
television.
The shootings happened Saturday after a trooper stopped the
blue Chevrolet Suburban on Ohio
73 because it had expired
Washington state plates. The
driver got out of the vehicle but
refused to be searched.
When he ran from the trooper
and a deputy sheriff, a passenger
in the vehicle fired several shots
at the officers and ran away, police said.
Police released the videotape
Tuesday.
As the officers returned fire
with the gunman, the driver got
back into the car and sped off.
An officer was dragged a short
distance while holding on to the
open driver's door of the car.
Later, a city police officer saw
the Suburban in a parking lot but
was fired at when he tried to approach. The driver then fled on
foot.
A man driving past the scene
was wounded in the left shoulder,
but was treated and released from
a local hospital.
The car is registered to a Spokane, Wash., man who was questioned in December about a triple
slaying in Arkansas, according to
published reports. Sean Michael
Haines. 19, is a youth leadcfm.of
the neo-Nazi group Aryan Nations, Spokane police said.
Police found two guns in the
car, one of which reportedly had
been stolen from the scene of the
Arkansas victims.

with a pipe?" Dowd said. "Being paralyzed by fear of this man
... is really the thing that does
it.

district attorney, said Ms. Solero
was still under investigation.
"What's she going to be
charged with? Not getting hit

As for Ms. Solero, her lawyer
said he didn't think she would be
charged. But Kathleen Wilcox, a
spokeswoman for the Brooklyn

that our caseworker would have
done or could have done would
have made any difference," he
said.

vancing in school, said Nicholas
Scoppetta, the city children's services commissioner.
"I don't know that anything

COVIITIE1%1'

Prices Good
Feb. 19 thru
Feb. 25

New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

c.a.a
F
qi
.1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli Hot Line I
753-7811

e).ace — 74ot gaiid 90144
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quanhhes

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Center Cut

U.S. Choice Boneless

Country Style

1/4 Sliced

Pork Chops

Chuck Roast
1 39
erg,

Spare Ribs

Pork Loin

-e

s 1 99

Shoulder
Roast

Stew
Meat

Et

krir t)

1 79
Lb

Franks

II Lb

Short
Ribs
$ 169

$ 1 59

$ 59
Owen's Best Family Pack

Hyde Park 1 Lb. Vac Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless Chuck

Owen's Best Family Pack

Bacon
1 89

Tender Roast

Ground Chuck

Ground Beef
3-4 Lb, Pkg.
Totino s

Party
Pizzas
oz
$119

1

White Hot Ise

Apple
Sauce

Velveeta
$399

24 oz

I

Coke, Diet Coke,
Cat. Free Coke,
Diet Cat. Free Coke

890

2 Liter

Decaf S2.99

B.G.
Trix 12 oz.
Or

Cocoa Puffs 13.7 oz.

Kellogg's

Charmin

Corn Flakes

Bathroom Tissue

2P4

4 roll pkg.

Coke, Diet Coke, Cherry Coke,
Cat Free Diet Coke
6 0. 20 oz. $299

Minute Maid, Surge,
Barqs Root Beer

Peter Pan

Kelloggs Value Pk.

$169
18 oz

Charmin Bundle Pk.

Tissue

I

$c69
24 rolls

V

Frosted Flakes
Cob Corn

6 pk

$3

Lb.

Hams
$429

Owen's Best

Mesquite Smoked

BBQ Beef

turkey Breast
$529

29
$3
Lb.

98% Fat Free

$179
40 oz

gri

Owen's Best
Honey Dipped

Baby Back Ribs
$499
Lb.

Lb.

Cubelets

16 oz.

Cajun or 1
in
Lemon Pepper
Pork

$599

Aluminum Foil

12*-50'

Prairie Farm

Ultra Downy

oz.eli-

Cheese
99

99'

6.2 O. 2/$4

Fabric Softener

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Towels
Reynolds Heavy Duty

Graham Treats

Assbrted Beans 15

Coke, Diet Coke, Cot. Free Diet Coke, $1)99
12 pl<
Cal. Free Coke

Paramount Sweet

Cheese Singles

2/$3
n/79c

30 oz $299

Ore Ida Mini
G.M.

12 oz.
Lucks Great Northern, Pinto & Mixed

12 pk. 2/$5

99'

Cornet Single Roll

Kraft Individually Wrapped

Mozzarella

Lb.

9cr
Coffee
13 oz. Bag $ 199

Skim Milk
$ 1 99

Peanut Buffer

Lb. .

Folgers Vac Pack

Kentucky Farr*

Gal,

Lb
1 69

Beet

Milk

1/2 gal. 2/$219

Yellow
Golden Ripe

Fresh Green

Bananas

Cabbage

3 1

Onions

890
3 Lb. Bag

Lbs.

Lbs

Red Delicious

Idaho
Baking

1 Lb Bag

Apples

Potatoes

Tossed Salad

0
59 49'b. 99°
Lb.

12A
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Mandela, Machel make first appearance
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) — They've held hands
and kissed in public, even walked
arm-in-arm on a morning stroll
through the neighborhood.
But until Tuesday, President
Nelson Mandela and Graca Machel had yet to attend an official
state function as South Africa's
informal first couple.
Wearing a bright yellow anklelength African print dress, her
hair braided atop her head, Mrs.
Machel helped Mandela welcome
Swedish King Carl XVI Gustaf
and Queen Silvia to the president's Cape Town office.
The pomp and circumstance
were nothing new for the
51-year-old Mrs. Machel. As the
widow of Mozambique's founding president and its former education minister, she has taken
part in many diplomatic events.
Her romance with Mandela,
78, is something different. Each
has led a life of personal struggle
and tragedy. Each dislikes discussing their mutual affection.
"I'm not here to address the
press. I'm sorry," Mrs. Machel
said Tuesday, laughing. Pointing
to Zanele Mbeki, wife of Deputy
President Thabo Mbeki, she
added: "This is the first lady of
South Africa."
Not necessarily. A few minutes
later, Mrs. Machel joined Mandela in reaching through a gate to
shake hands with tourists and
South Africans hungry to touch
the couple.
Mrs. Machel's began making
private appearances with Mandela
last summer, just months after his
March 19% divorce.
When together, they show af-

fection — holding hands in Paris,
kissing at a wedding in Zimbabwe, strolling arm -in -arm
through Mandela's suburban Johannesburg neighborhood.
While some people believe
Mandela and Mrs. Machel should
marry to set a proper example.
most South Africans say they deserve happiness together in whatever form.
"This poor guy is entitled to
whatever pleasure he can find.
Look, he spent 27 years chopping
limestone," said one suburban
resident, Julia Chassay.
Mrs. Machel has made it clear
she is not interested in marriage.
"My family needs me. And
Madiba (Mandela's nickname)
needs me. I will share my life between my two families," she said
in December.
Their commuting relationship
between South Africa and Mozambique's capital, Maputo,
where Mrs. Machel works for the
United Nations on children's
issues, brings the couple closer
than would have been possible in
the politically charged past.
From 1%3 to 1990, Mandela
was imprisoned by the apartheid
government. He has said he admired from afar her husband, Samora Machel, who led Mozambique to independence from Portugal in 1975 and died in a plane
crash in 1986.
"I wish they could have
known each other," Mrs. Machel
said.
Mrs. Machel is highly regarded
as a first lady emeritus in Mozambique. And she has strong
ties to Machel's family — in addition to the two children she had

• WEDNE

with Machel, she reared his five
children from other marriages.
Asked about her relationship
with Mandela in December, she
said: "We have a normal family
life which is exactly what Madiba
missed. It's extremely important
for him because he spent too
much time alone, all those
years....
"He has suffered so much and
I have also suffered," she said.
"And we find each other in this
period. If you have ever suffered,
then you know how to enjoy

Jo Bi

happiness."

Doctors: Taylor to
make full recovery
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Doctors expect a full recovery for
Elizabeth Taylor, who checked
into a hospital for surgery to remove a benign brain tumor.
Miss Taylor underwent preliminary tests Tuesday at CedarsSinai Medical Center, said her
publicist, Maria Pignataro.
Surgery was scheduled for
Thursday.
Her doctors expect full recovery without complications, she
said. One expert said hospitalization for the procedure is no more
than five days.
"The surgery is quite common
and it's one of the easiest," said
Gregory J. Rubino, associate director of the benign brain tumor
program at the University of California, Los Angeles.
The tumor was detected by an
MRI brain scan during Miss Taylor's annual physical examination
earlier this month.

SEARS

Mary Kay Kirks, manager of the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center, demonstrates the controls
of the building's new sound system to members of the Murray Tourism Commission during a recent tour of
the facility. Pictured (from left) are Bob Valentin., Gerry Reed, Kirks (pointing), Judy Gargus, Jim Vaughan,
Adam Carver and Tim Miller.

Scientist pleads guilty to molestation
FREDERICK, Md. (AP) — A
Nobel Prize-winning scientist
pleaded guilty today to two
counts of child abuse for molesting a 15-year-old boy he brought
back from a research trip in the
South Pacific.
Dr. Daniel Carleton Gajdusek,
73, will serve a maximum of one
year in jail under a plea agreement. He had been scheduled to
stand trial Feb. 25 and could have
faced 30 years in prison if convicted of both charges.

Gajdusek won the 1976 Nobel
Prize for medicine for work on
infectious diseases, and is on
leave from his job as chief of the
Laboratory for Central Nervous
System Studies at the National
Institutes of Health in Bethesda.
His accuser was one of 56
children, mostly boys, who he
brought from Micronesia to live
with him beginning in the 1960s,
according to the FBI.
Gajdusek contended he brought
the children to this country to

Murray

I

ZERO% FINANCE CHAR

until July 1997 on all home appliances over $399, all TVs, camcorders and DSS over '499
Offer ends February 22. See below for important 0% finance charge details. Offer not available at outlet Stores.
-'..'w...."........

Kenmore°

educate them. When he accepted
the 1976 Nobel Prize with eight
boys in tow, he promised to use
the $80,000 prize money to send
them to college.
Published journals of his research trips to the South Pacific
contain many passages documenting local sexual customs, especially sexual relations between
boys and men.
He was arrested April 4. The
FBI said last year its case against
Gajdusek grew out of an investigation of child pornography on
the Internet.
The plea bargain was announced today at what was to
have been a motions hearing.
Gajdusek is to begin serving
his sentence April 29 and could
be eligible for parole in nine
months. He also agreed to five
years' probation.

Returning wallet
earns cabbie $5,000

*

399"
Through February
Reg_ P9.99

.

22

Save '100

'141117

Ultra Wash- dishwasher
with 3-level wash, delay
start option and china/
crystal cycle. 15765

MAGNNICK

RW1

SmartVery smile

1799"

Ken

FfsbruOry 22
Tlouta999
e

Save $100

279"

54-in. projection TV
with SmartSurf, SmartSound, SmartPicture
and SmartWindow
systems. Universal
remote control.

Through _February 22
Reg. 29999

Save $20
RCA hi-ti VCR with digital jog 'n shuttle
and front A/V Inputs-both Sears exclusives!
VCR+ programming. 55276(Mh svR6534)

3119

099
AMP'

g41999

Super capacity washer with 2-speed
motor, 3 temperatures and 3 water

levels. 8 cycles, Dual Action agitator
and self-cleaning lint fitter. 26702

SONY*

RCA

Whirlpool

Super capacity
3temperature
cYcki eginct
peeved wink
remove your

54423 (Mir 46P5430W)

Kenmore

I CRAFTSMAN

39

or

Panasonic

ALL LAWN IL
GARDEN ON SALE!

CRAFTSMAN
Tractors!pun*
some oss•mbly

1199r129401
Save '100
Craftsman 15 5-HP, 42-In lawn tractor Turbo cooled
Platinum engine and 6-speed fender shift /5852t807
Craftsman 15.5-HP 42-in lawn tractor with
hydrostatic drive. 25853/803 Reg 1499 99 sale 1399.99

• ALL tractors
• ALL mowers
• ALL chain saws
• ALL pressure washers
KOHLER • ALL line trimmers
gr2gEeS • ALL lawn buildings
Owned & Operated by: Opal Hart
Bal-Air Shopping CI,. • 753-2310
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 • Sun. 12-5

Sale Thursday February 20 thru Saturday February 22
Use your Seers Cart
IR

IN

loch of Mos* advertised Items. rssodlly ovoiloblo for sale or ochfortit•d Most larger items inventoried in
warehouses Allow reasonable time for delivery Some molar appliances and electronics available by special
Installation
order only in smaller stores Appliance prices are for white Colors. connectors and dishwasher
extra. Gas model dryers priced higher. TV screen sizes measured diagonally. reception simulated
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LAS VEGAS (AP) — David
Hacker had just finished his
10-hour shift driving a cab when
he spotted a bulging alligatorskin wallet on the back seat.
It held $25,000 — what Hacker
normally makes in a year.
"This is it," Hacker thought,
considering it a test from above.
A few years earlier, Hacker
had made a promise to return the
favor if God would help him
through some health problems.
Hacker tracked down the
owner and was rewarded with
$5,000 in cash, food and clothes,
and a whole week living the high
life.
Credit cards in the wallet bore
the name of Lance Dykes. Hacker
believed it could have been a passenger he picked up from Bally's.
Sure enough, he found Dykes at
one of the casino's roulette
wheels.
Dykes, 38, from Hinesville,
Ga., said he had realized the wallet was missing but figured it was
long gone.
"In Las Vegas, I just couldn't
believe someone would turn it
in," Dykes said Tuesday of his
Feb. 11 encounter. 'I was almost
speechless. I must have told him
'thank you' a 150 times."
He also handed Hacker a wad
of reward cash.
"Take the rest of the week
off," Hacker said Dykes told
him. "You're my guest."

SUBSCRIBE
MOBILE
HOME
Find out how
Shelter's
Mobile Homeowners
package policy
covers you.
Herold "Jock" Romaine
licsnood in KY I TN
759-1033 or 757-0073
401 S. 17th St • Murray
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Jo Burkeen to be honored at roast
Jo Burkeen will be one of the
roasters at the fourth annual
"Raise -the-Roof" dinner and
roast, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club on Thursday, Feb.
27, at 6:30 p.m. in third floor
ballroom of Curris Center, Murray State University.
Bob Valentine, popular speaker
and performer, will emcee the
dinner and program featuring
three local persons. Other
roastees will be Dr. Jack Rose
and State Representative Freed
Curd.
Proceeds will benefit the
CairnsIRIUS Helmets (Eyes in
the Dark) and Murray Woman's
Club house renovation.
Burke-en is the Today Editor of
the Murray Ledger & Times,
where she has been employed
since 1946.
She started as bookkeeper on
Aug. 12, 1946, for the then
weekly newspaper. Daily publication was started June 16, 1947. In
1951, she added the duties of Today Editor and served in those
positions until October 1954

MSU reading
series to
feature author
Martha Whitmore Hickman, author of more than twenty books for
children and adults, will read from
her work on Thursday, Feb. 27, as
part of the Murray State Reading
Series.
The reading will be held at 7:30 in
the main reading room of the Pogue
Library on campus.
Hickman was born and raised in
Holyoke,MA.She has worked as an
editor, a teacher of writing to children and adults, and,since 1980, as a
full-time freelance writer based in
Nashville. She has written more
than a dozen books for samll children, including "Eeps Creeps," "It's
My Room" and "Last Week My
Brother Anthony Died."
Her books for adults include
"How To Marry A Minister," "I will
Not Leave You Desolate: Some
Thoughts For Grieving Parents,"
and the fiction collection, "Fullness
of Time: Short Stories of Women
and Aging." Her essays, stories, and
poems have appeared in Good
Housekeeping, MS, The Christian
Science Monitor, Pastoral Psychology, and other magazines and
periodicals. Her novel,"Such Good
People" was published in May by
Warner Books.
The reading is free and open to
the public. A reception wil follow.

Army. They have one son, Dennis B Burkeen and wife, Gail,
and one daughter, Patsy Black
and husband, Grant. Their three
grandchildren are Jamie Burkeen,
Emily Black, and Jennifer Burkeen. Mrs. Burkeen is the
daughter of the late John and Dixie Workman of Murray.
Roasters for Burkeen will be
her two granddaughters, Jennifer
Burkeen and Emily Black, and
her employer, Walter Apperson,
publisher of the Murray Ledger
& Times.
Dinner roast tickets are now on
sale for $20 per person which includes a SIO donation and dinner
reservation through Monday, Feb.
24.
Tickets may be purchased at
Pier I, The Edge, D.K. Kelley,
Crass Furniture, Calloway
County Board Office, DennisonHunt. and Glendale Road Church
of Christ. For more information
call Naomi Rogers, finance chairman, at 753-4849.
Sue Allison, president of Murray Woman's Club, says she
promises you a very entertaining
evening and delicious dinner. The
public is invited and urged to
attend.

Jo Barkeen
when she resigned as bookkeeper
but continued to work at home as
Today Editor. She started back in
the news department in September 1963 and continues in the
same position today.
A 1944 graduate of Murray
Training School, she attended
Murray State College for three
years. She was married July 27,
1946, to J.B. Burkeen who had
just returned from 18 months
overseas duty with the U.S.

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP)
— A collection of ordinary tools
that illustrate the extraordinary
fall of Richard Nixon will soon
go on display at the Gerald R.
Ford Museum.
The tools used in the Watergate burglary, including a flashlight, gloves, screwdnvers and a
lock-picking kit, will be part of
the museum's new galleries that
open in April.
The tools have been stored at
the National Archives along with
other evidence from the June
1972 break-in at Democratic
Party headquarters at the Watergate Hotel. President Nixon resigned in disgrace in 1974 after
tape recordings incriminated him
in a cover-up of his stafrs involvement in the burglary.
The burglars "were also arrested with quite a bit of cash on
them. That's still at the Archives," curator Jim Kratsas said
Tuesday. "We're also going to
have one of the tape recorders
from the Nixon Oval Office."
Ford, who became president
when Nixon resigned, as well as
former presidents Carter and
Bush, will help rededicate the
museum on April 17.

Electrolysis

24 25 MIMI

VISA. MASTERCARD. DISCOVER,
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

Coke, Diet Cok

2 For

12 Pk.
12 Oz.
Can
Unfit 4 Additional $2.89
6Pk. 20 oz. Non-Returnabie Bottle $2.91

Coke, Diet Coke,

Ragu Old World

Spaghetti Sauce

Mr. Pibb, Surge,
Min. Maid 12 plc 12 oz. can 2 for 35

Gold Medal

Flour

5 Lb. Bag 99*

Select Variety Banquet

San Georgio

Spaghetti

2 Liter 88*

Sprite

27 oz. 2 for $3

Meat Entrees 26 to 28 oz.

9°
7 oz. Box 3 for8

• Eyebrows
• Facial
• Napline

Salmon 143/. oz. Can

Sloppy Joe Sauce

1•49

Tuna
Sta
Call Now
For Appointment

CALL 753-8856

C&H

21 Year: Experieace • Natioaally Certified • Individual Probe Tips Used

Sugar

4 Lb. Bag

I 59

Mother, Ky. • Owner - Terry Burnett • 502-674-5779
-Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"
1 2" Plywood Decking

Steel Overhead
Door

,4116............
`,.....,......

Peaches

Masonite
or Vinyl
Siding

Cocoa Mix

6 Pk. Box

III9°

4,87
au
e
*
29 Oz. Can NIP

Chili Hot Beans

15 Oz. Can 3for $11

Sunshine

Dog Food

4 Lb. Bag

*
99

QUALITY MEATS

-7

:

Service Door

Deluxe Models with Vi
Standard *odes with Hardboard Siding
$3,680 1v2 Car (12x20)
1 v2 Car (12x20)

$4,080
$4,780
$5,180
$5,380
$5,880

We Do Not Charge Sales Taxes...We Absorb That Expense...Compare Bottom Lino Pricost

Singleton

Sirloin

Popcorn Shrimp
Bologna

Is your transmission leaking, slipping,
making unusual noises?

Lb.

Lb

Field

TRANSMISSION
ATLAS
The Professionals

$149

9

Siding

2 Car (18x20) ..
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2./2 Car (24424)
Large 2./2 Car (24x30)

Sirloin Tip
Roast

Smoked
Picnic
C

Anchor Bolts In Concrete
FREE ESTIMATES

$4,380
$4,680
$4,880
$5,380

Free

Bush's

5 Lb. 3 Oz. Box

Argo

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF YOUR CHOICE

2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2V2 Car (24x24)
Large 2'/: Car (24x30)

22 oz. Btl.

Fascia Aluminum
.o r Wood Covered

=L."- ----.11.—.
r-----'-'-— i 1•1411MIN
=•-:II.
INII
•-• WI==
-- IMO MIIII UN 11111 - -:-' IN :
7.--1"

... m4.10i..
1e....s..1.
1
.1
-....... ,fm
6- .
EMI
---'. -'—'""•_',!r
4" Reinforced
12" Blandex
Concrete
Under Vinyl Siding
Slab

1 Lb. Stick 49*

Washing Powder

Surf

Spray 'N Wash
Swiss Miss !lot

Margarine
MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS

6 Oz.
Can

For

Buy 1, Get 1

Dow

imperial

Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

2

Kist

-"•14K-LIG8rON.

Patricia Mullins, CE

Treated
Bottom
Rates

15 oz. 99*

Star Kist Oil or Water Pk.

• Underarms
• Arms
• Legs

2x6 Rafters

tor $41
for

Manwich

Permanent
Hair Removal

99*

$
Lb. Pkg.

•e69

Field

Wieners

Lb. Pkg. $11 e69

Field

Bacon

12 oz.

Tip Steak

91

.69 Lb

Beef

Steak

$11.1111 Lb

Stew Meat

$1,69 Lb

Minute
Beef

s1,39 Ground Chuck

$1•19 Lb

Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.
* NATIONWIDE WARRANTY *
JIMPSEL,

,.26`TRANSMISSION ')
Tune-Up Special
$14.95
•Change Fluids
*Cleans Screens
•Adjust Bands & Linkage
'New Pan Gasket
"Road Test

$100
OFF

g

With Coupon • Expires 2 28 97 1111

MAJOR
REPAIRS
With Coupon
Expires 2-28-97

•,n,o‘tr,,,mTPT,T,r,,t,t7,4ckrzr,,7

—777
Red Ripe

400 North 4th St.

Broccoli

759-5000

Celery

Financing Available
Upon Approved Credit
Bees live in almost every part of
the world except the North and
South Poles.

1119 20 21 22

Black Top Plnk

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

Watergate tools
to go on display
at Ford museum

February 1997

Discounts for military,
retired military, senior
citizens & students.

Large Stalk 99°

Tomatoes

Lb 77°

Red
Large Stalk 59*

Grapefruit

3 for 89°

Naval

Yellow Onions 3 Lb. Bag 611* Oranges
Idaho
Lug.
Green Peppers 3 for 99* Potatoes

88 Size 4 tor 99°
10 Lb. Bag $1 ell9
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Calloway whips
up on CFS 91-15
•Six Lady Laker seniors leave
Jeffrey Gymnasium in big way;
12 players reach scoring column
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
If you score enough points in the first
quarter to win the game...you might be playing Christian Fellowship.
If you score over 90 points twice in two
years against the same team...you might be
playing Christian Fellowship.
And last but not least, if you call off the
full-court press in the first two minutes and
still win by 76 points...you might be playing
Christian Fellowship.
Calloway County sent its Lady Laker seniors out in style Tuesday night with a 91-15
Fourth District demolishing of — guess who
— Christian Fellowship at Jeffres Gymnasium, placing 12 players in the scoring column to improve to 18 5 on the year.
Calloway's Kiki Cunningham (left) is closely
guarded by Christian Fellowships Heather
Knees in the Lady Lakers' 91-15 Fourth District
win Tuesday night

Calloway's six seniors — Patricta Greer,
Jana Herndon, Holly Leslie, Chrissy Stubblefield, Missy Stubblefield and Stephanie
Ward — combined for 54 points arid a world
of fun in the final home game of their careers. The Lady Lakers close out the regular
season at Hickman County Thursday night
before facing Murray Feb. 26 in the Fourth
District tournament at Murray High School.
"The seniors played very loose; since it
was their last home game it was important to
them to play well," Calloway coach Peter
O'Rourke said. "They were very unselfish as
far as playing time, and they played with a
lot of class. I'm proud of the way they
played."
As expected, the game was essentially
over in the first few minutes. Three Missy
Stubblefield baskets gave Calloway a 6-0
edge, and after Christian Fellowship's Rachel Rich cut the margin to 6-3 with a
3-pointer, Calloway scored the next 10
points of the quarter and the next 18 in the
game to put it out of reach.
"We're a little further ahead than they are;
they don't have the numbers to be able to
stay up with us," O'Rourke said of the Lady
Eagles, who dropped to 1-15 with the loss
and has the unenviable task of facing No. 5
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Lakers cruise past CFS 75-24
•Seniors win home
finale; Lakers close
out season Thursday
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Calloway County didn't play a
perfect game against Christian
Fellowship Tuesday night.
But then again, the Lakers
didn't have to.
Facing a CFS team that was
winless in its first 22 games this
season, Calloway extended its
lead after each quarter and eventually claimed a 75-24 Fourth
District blowout win at Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
"When you're expected to win

you want to execute your plays
and fundamentals the way you're
supposed to. get in good position
and make good choices," Calk
way coa.n Run Greene said ''It s
not always easy to do because
there's a tendency to get sloppy
ill games like this and we weren't
as sharp as I've seen, but we
played well enough to win"
With the win, Calloway (15-7)
finished III a first-place tie with
Marshall County in the diArict,
bui Marshall took first by virtue
of winning an earlier coin toss
and will face CFS in the district
tournament Feb._,25 at Marshall
County.
Calloway, meanwhile, wraps
up the regular season Thursday
night at Hickman County before
opening tournament play against

LAKER'S 75, CFS 24
CFS
6 13 20
24
CALLOWA
G
.7 3, 54 - 16
LaraliAN FELLOWSHIP (24)
Wallace 7, Jos Dews 5 Garrard 5, Delancey 4, Filch
2. Gibson, Jack Davis, Kist Sircy, Mashed. Morrow TOTALS FG-A 8-36 Three-poi nt 0-6 F' A
8. Roboura
CALLOWAY,CO (75)
Greene ,6 Clordenw L Wyar.
feze,rat, 9,
McKee, 1 Alhawava' Patterson 5 Stoneaph6 5.
Justir honor, 2 Underhill Man Wren Garland,
Jones Jar, Monon fOIALh i-Ly.a. 2660. Threepoint 5-14 (Chadian 2 Greene Stonecipher,
nava). FT-A 14-17 Reownds 33 (Greene 14. Record 15-7

Mundy Feb. 27 at Murray High
School at 7 p m. The finals will
be at Racer Arena Feb. 28.
Calloway never trailed I uesday night, taking a 17-6 lead after
one quarter behind nine early
points from Brad Clendenen, one
of six seniors playing at home for
the last time Also bidding
farewell to Jeffrey Gymnasium
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three quarters.
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David Green
with 16 points ai
while Clendener
tributed 12 eat
added nine. The
of 60 from the fi

were David Greene, Josh
McKeel, Justin Morton, Sean
Stonecipher znd Alberto
Villanueva.
The Lakers led 24-13 in the
second before running off the last
seven points of the quarter for a
31-13 halftime advantage.
The late mini-run was a sign of
things to come as Calloway
opened the third quarter by outscoring CFS 21-1 for a commanding 52-14 lead. The Lakers
II See Page 38

Calloway senior Alberto Villanueva
(right) secures a loose boll in the
Lakers' 75-24 win over Christian
Fellowship Tuesday.
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'Breds pound
Martin 17-5
Tuesday; now
2-2 on season

Falcons take advantage
of fatigued Murray High
NI Hickman Co. uses
12-0 first quarter run
to beat Tigers 73-53

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARTIN, Tenn. — A nine-run
sixth inning helped Murray State
pad its lead and roll to a 17-5 win
over Tennessee-Martin Tuesday
afternoon
MSU second baseman Eddie
Doyle went 4-for-4 with three
RBIs and infielder Brad Burns
drove in five runs for the 'Breds,
who got nine hits and 12 RBIs
out of the first three hitters in
their lineup.
Left fielder Chad Hamm went
3-for-5 with four RBIs.
Murray State improved to 2-2
on the season after going 1-2 on
its road trip to Southeastern Louisiana last weekend.
Starter Todd Hollowell was the
winning pitcher for MSU, allowing four runs and seven hits over
4 and two-thirds innings. Relievers Billy Freytag and Reese
Grubbs combined to allow just
one run and., two hits in four and
one-third innings.
Murray State got out of the
gate quickly, scoring two in the
first inning and three in the second to lead 5-1 after two.
UT-Martig,(0-1) pulled within
6-4 with a three-run fifth before
MSU's sixth-inning rally.
Murray State collected six hits
II See Page 38

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Hiuing three of its first five
shots, Murray High trotted out to
a 6-4 lead. Three minutes later,
they trailed 16-6 and never regained their footing
Hickman County (17-4) used a
12-0 run in the first quarter to
take the lead for good and cruise
to a 73-53 win at Murray High
Tuesday night.

Murray's O'Shea Hudspeth, right,
challenges a shot by Hickman's
Shawn Boaz in the second half of
Tuesday's Tiger 1018.

"We never recovered from that
run," said Tiger head coach Rick
Fisher. "A lot of it had to do with
them, but some of it was from the
night before."
Murray (7-12) had trouble
matching Hickman's intensity,
and Fisher attributed the Tigers'
lack of energy to a game the
night before.

Hickman Co. 73, Murray 53
HICKMAhl CO
2020 41-73
MURRAY HIGH
10 34 at — U
HICKMAN CO (n)
Alexander 6 Byeartee 10 Boaz 24, KsIN 13, Knox
10 Larkins 3. Sugg 2. Beard 3, Nelandol 2. TOTALS
GA 25-43 Three-pant 1-5 FT-A: 22-30 Rebounds 28 (Bow 12) Record 17-4.
MURRAY HIGH (163)
Hammonds 6 Mudsçsth IS, :Mardi 7, Anderson
, Howard 2 Aaron kowand 4, Holton 3, Andous 9,
Grows 2. Foster. Plan 5 TOTALS: FO-A: 16-40
Three-point 3-11 (Plan, Hammonds, Fludepetfi(
FT-A 14-21 Rebounds' 24 (Underhill 11) Record
7-12.

"It kills us to play back-toback games," said Fisher, whose platooned early in the game
Tigers fell 86-81 at Fulton City
Hitting 10-of-13 shots from
on Monday. "We don't need to
field, Hickman enjoyed a 20-10
go back-to-back with good teams.
lead after one quarter. Fisher
We played Fulton City Monday
started the second quarter with
and then you run up against a
the starting five on the bench and
team that is 17-4."
a fresh five on the floor.
O'Shea Hudspeth scored 15
"I really believe all kids depoints to lead the Tigers while
serve a chance to play, and you'll
Hickman center Shawn Boa/
never know how they'll play until
scored 24 points and pulled down
12 boards to lead the visitors.
To help rest his squad, Fisher • See Page 38

Hill not bitter over losing Orlando job
By FRED GOODALL
AP Sports Writer
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) —
Brian Hill looked relieved, if not
pleased.
,The fired coach of the Orlando
Magic sat on a podium Tuesday,
smiling and patiently answering
questions about the stressful
48-hour period that preceded his

Ouster.

He insisted he couldn't see his
players' dissatisfaction with him
as the victories piled up before
the All-Star break. When he
learned they felt they might be
better off without him, he was
stunned and disappointed.
"I've always had an open door
policy with the players and told
them if they had a problem with

me, or something they were doing, to come in and share it with
me," Hill said.
"But I also understand that is
not the nature of a lot of today's
players to do that ... and maybe I
should have forced the issue
more in that respect."
Although the Magic were an
NBA-best 9-1 in the 10 games
before the All Star break, the

Interim coach Richie Adubato,
players told general manager
a Magic assistant who compiled a
John Gabriel that a rift with Hill
106-228 record in head coaching
had been brewing for weeks.
stints with Detroit and Dallas,
No one, including co-captains
will make his debut at home
Penny Hardaway and Horace
Grant, owned up to leading a against Portland tonight.
"I'm not bitter with any of the
campaign to get rid of Hill, who
players ... Sometimes players
guided Orlando to the NBA Finals with Shaquille O'Neal two need to hear a different voice.
years ago, but was off to a 24-25
• See Page 38
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•Lady Lakers...
.0/Humoured

Marshall County (24-1) in the
district tournament Feb. 25 at
Marshall County High School.
"But they never gave up and they
gained a lot of experience playing
against teams like the ones in our
district. They don't have any seniors, so they'll get better."
Calloway led 16-3 after one
quarter and extended the margin
to 43-10 by halftime. Lacy Cockrell scored all of CFS's seven
points in the second period.
The Lady Lakers then put their
seal on the evening by outdueling
CFS 22-0 in the third period to
make it 65-10.
"We wanted to have a good
third quarter and make them
work," O'Rourke said. "I wanted
to let the seniors see what it was
like to get a lot of playing time."
The fourth period was the final
showcase for Calloway's seniors
as Greer and Leslie both drained
three-pointers before the upperclassmen gave way to the reserves
in the final minutes. The Lady
Lakers outscored CFS 26-5 for
the 91-15 final.
Missy Stubblefield led all scorers with 18 points while Kiki
Cunningham and Leslie added 11
each and Marcie Williams tossed
in 10. In all, 12 players reached
the scoring column. Calloway
was 43 of 88 from the field,
3-of-13 from three-point range
and 2-of-7 at the free throw line
while outrebounding CFS 36-10.
Rich led Christian Fellowship
with eight points while Cockrell
finished with seven. The Lady
Eagles were 5-of-28 from the
field, 2-of-15 from three-point
range and 3-of-4 at the free throw
line.
O'Rourke said his team will
try to make the best of the CFS
game and Thursday's game at
Hickman County, another expected easy win.
"We tried to get this one (CFS)

more.than one company agency."

901 Sycamore

PRO BASKETBALL
Al Tines CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Maids Modem
W L
Pat 65
Mans
40 12 TO
34 14 731
Ni. Von
2
24 25 400 149.
Orlando
24 V 471 15'4
Washinpon
15 36 294 24%
New Jersey
12 SO 235 27'4
It 40 214 zth
Boston
Cadet Onleise
44 6 4116
Cder
37 13 740
Odd
33 17 640 12
Astons
31 21 .506 15
Cheadle
26 22 503 17
Ceweland
24 25 4/10 21
Indent
24 27 471 21%
lAndses
17 34 333 2014
Toronto
WESTERN CONFERENCE
111141weet
Pd
W L
37 14 725
Utah
34 18 864 34
Houston
MimanNa
25 V 441 12,4
17 32 .347 19
Dein
17 34 .321 21
Deaver
12 36 240 244
Si. Anlono
11 44 200 29
Vancouver
Peak Darlene
37 14 725
L.A. Laken
36 15 706 1
Seeds
2524 US
Poland
Sacramento
24 29 .453 14
LA Uppers
21 V 436 144
19 30 .311111 17
Golden Sun
II 34 .355 19
Phoenix
Tuesdefe Geode
Mena 111, Philedelpita 83
New York OS, Phoenix 94
Utah 113, San &mono 106
Chow* 134, Dearer 123
LA Owen 87. Dads 99
Sacramento 95. lAnnesda 64
Weleesday's Genies
Phoenix at Charlotte, 630 p m
Indana it Atlanta 630 pm
Washington at Detroit, 630 p m
Portland it Orlando, 7 p.m
Toronto at San Antonio, 710 pm
Slinnesole it Vancouver, 9 pm
Carded it LA Laken 9.30 p m
Baton at Odder State, 930 p m
T/aseriafe 04/114114
Mans at New Nied, 6:30 pm
LA. Ciders at Philadelphia, 6 30 p.m
Denis it Indiana. 630 p.m
klisauluse at Dada. 7.30 p.m
Toronto at Houston. 730 p.m.
Boston at Utah. 11 pm
NON Yon at Sacramento. 9:30 p.m
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moved to earlier in the season,
but we couldn't, and we tried to
make up the two games we
missed, but we weren't able to do
that either," he said. "You can
look at your last few games as
either wanting the toughest competition you can get to get ready
for the tournament or having
some confidence games.
"We didn't get the workout we
needed tonight and it wasn't very
pretty, but it was a 'W'," he
added.

AP Top
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were a perfect 7-for-7 at the free
throw line during the stretch, during which John Eric Yezerski and
Austin Wyau scored six points
each, Josh McKeel added five
and David Greene tossed in four.
Calloway led 54-20 at the end of
three quarters.
"We played hard, but we were
a step slow offensively," Greene
said. "We've made better and
harder cuts before."
David Greene led Calloway
with 16 points and eight rebounds
while Clendenen and Wyatt contributed 12 each and yezerski
added nine. The Lakers were 2.8
of 60 from the field, 5-of-14 from

a veteran club, and since we're
playing down there we'll have to
play right up to championship caliber, I'm convinced of that."
Calloway, which at one time
stood at 5-6, has since rebounded
to win 10 of 11 games.
"That's a good comeback for
us, considering we lost our leading scorer from last season,"
Greene said. "But it usually all
boils down to what you get done
in a couple of games at the end of
the year. There's a lot of things
we can work on before the district tournament and we've got
time to get better before next
Thursday."

you give them a chance," he said.
"On Monday night, the second
team brought us back."
A 6-2 Murray run cut Hickman's lead to 22-16 early in the
second, but with the Falcons
leading 24-18 with 3:40 to play,
Hickman went on a 12-6 run to
enjoy a 36-24 halftime lead.
"They do a lot of things well,"
Fisher said of the Falcons.
"They're a senior-dominated
team, and we're a junior-

dominated team."
Hickman, which never allowed
Murray to get closer than 11
points in the second half, was
25-of-43 from the field and
22-of-30 from the free throw line.
They outrebounded Murray
28-24.
Brent Underhill pulled down
eight rebounds to lead the Tigers,
and Shane Andrus came off the
bench to score nine points.
Hickman's man-to-man defense effectively shut down Murray's two top offensive weapons,
Anderson Howard and Markenny
Hammonds. Howard finished

with two points and Hammonds
netted six.
"(Howard) was really frustrated tonight and Kenny had a
tough night. The ball was just not
dropping for them," said Fisher.
"We're not that good a team
when we're not hitting on all
cylinders."
Murray hosts Fulton County
Friday night in a girls-boys doubleheader, beginning at 6 p.m., to
close out the regular season.
Murray High will meet Calloway
County next Thursday at Murray
in the first round of the Fourth
District Tournament.

'▪ Breds...
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in the inning with Burns' threerun triple and Hamm's two RBI
singles as the highlights. Darryl
Marshall and Doyle also picked
up RBIs in the inning.
'Breds first baseman Robert
Weatherly, a former Murray High
standout, finished the day 1 -for-3
with an RBI single in the first
inning.
Murray State, which next plays
Feb. 21 at Alabama-Birmingham,
opens at home on March 1 when
they host Saint Louis in a
doubleheader.
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SUPERB SELECTION

CHOICE CIGARS
DON TOMAS-1-LAMO
1111.1..
L1PMANN-P1.;NCH-DlIT•i
H.

SOld%1111
Dr.
At the intersection of Lone Oak Rd. and Lakeview
Oak.
in the Marketplace Shopping Center in Lone
J

MACANt DO-CRUZ REAL
BERING-DON DIEGO-MiC1 RANO
PARTAGAS-EXCALIBt1R
Just to name a few many more in stock

ar11111O1M111

B. Firearlts
Sell

Trade

Murray's Largest Selection of:
Handguns - Rifles - Shotguns - Muzzeloaders
Ammo Concealment Holsters - Accessories
ATTENTION TURKEY HUNTERS
Stop by B.H.B. Firearms and look over our large
selection of turkey hunting supplies!
Camo Clothing - Turkey Decoys - Turkey Calls
Shotgun Shells - Turkey Guns - Chokes
Be Sure To Come In And Check Out This
Month's Turkey Special
Stop By And Pickup Your Ticket For The
Wild Turkey Federation Banquet Feb. 22

Sign Up For

Baseball and
Softball

Layaway and Financing Available
Hours;
M-F 9:00-6:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00
Sun. 1:00-5:00

At Kirksey Ball Park
•

(Located Behind Kirksey
Methodist Church)

Located Just Off The
Court Square At
500-A Maple Street
(across from 1st United
Methodist Church)

March 1, 1997 - 9:00-2:00
March 8, 1997 - 9:00-Noon

767-9744

Registration Fee: $30.00 First Child
$25.00 Additional Child

Holland Motor Sales

For More Information Call Treasa At:

513 S. 12th St.

489-2811

753-4461

BENEFIT PLANNERS
INSURANCE GROUP

•elf

Buy
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FOR ALL YOUR HEALTH
INSURANCE NEEDS

Lone Oak's Premier
Cigar Shoppe
three-point range and 14 of 17 at
the free throw line while outrebounding CFS 33-28.
Justin Wallace led Christian
Fellowship with seven points.
The Eagles were 8-of-36 from the
field but missed all six of its
three-point attempts while hitting
8-of-17 at the free throw line.
Greene expects a much tougher
outing Thursday night at Hickman County in the regular season
finale. The boys' game will be
played at 6 p.m. Thursday, followed by the girls' contest. The
Falcons (17-6) knocked off Murray 73-53 Tuesday night.
"Hickman County will be a
real challenge," he said. -They're

ganization's feeling that in order
to take the next step, a change in
the leadership at the coaching
level was needed."
Hill, who led the Magic to 50,
57 and 60 victories the past three
seasons, received a three-year
contract extension last season
worth $750,000 a year.
But with O'Neal now playing
for the Los Angeles Lakers and
injuries to Hardaway and Nick
Anderson preventing Hill from
using his regular lineup much of
this season, the team struggled.
"We don't deal with kids with
crewcuts - like I did when I
started - and you tell them to
dive through the wall and they do
it," Adubato, who coached Hill
in high school, said of the players' power play. "They tell you
to do it."

That may be what this situation is
all about," Hill said.
Grant said the players held a
meeting last week in Minnesota,
then related their concerns to
Gabriel.
NBC-TV reported during Sunday's loss at Chicago that Hill
would be fired after the game.
Although that didn't happen, it
was clear the coach was on shaky
ground when Gabriel wouldn't
guarantee he'd remain on the job
beyond Monday night when Orlando lost again at Charlotte.
"Brian Hill has done a tremendous job in leading us
through one of the most successful periods in Magic history," the
general manager said.
"However, at this time, with
this particular team, it was the or-

25

The top 25 dna•The Assooend Press coked
beeketball pd. wit Ikea-place votes in parentheses,
records dough Feb IS, that points tided on 25
pants tor $ Ildpiece nee through one point lor a
25111-pieos vote. and id sot; ranlong
Recent Pie Pc.
25-1 1.748 1
1 Kansas (68)
22-2 1,649 3
2 landed' (2)
24-3 1,822 4
3 K
20-3 1,512 2
4 Wiarionest
19-3 1,447 5
5 Utah
21-5 1.436 6
6 Cvim
18-4 1,264 9
7 Iowa St
20-5 1,247 7
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184 1,129 12
9 South Canino
20-4 1 091 13
10 Nevi Mecca
10-5 996
11. Cincinnati
17.6 906 16
12 North Carolina
16-6 882 II
13. ArIzons
19-6 874 10
14. lieryhtnd
10-5 707 17
IS Lakeville
646 19
111-4
IS Xavier. Oho
15-7 565 24
555 14
17-7
18 lAchigen
18-7 320 111
19 Villenove
319 22
15-6
20 Stanlord
17-7 268 15
21 Colorado
25
252
23-2
22 Coll of Cherleelon
11-7 249 20
23 Illnas
186
20-7
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164 171 25 Caldera
Tech
Team
119.
Georgia
void
Won racelving
97 St Jo..pf a84, Providence 63, Hawaii 58, Tuba
Princeton
36.
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du 34, New
47.
25. Wisconsin 23, NC Clarions 20, Iowa 19, Tularie
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12, Tema 11, Southem C al10.
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
1211PIQY ASil
J AO MOW ikos IMO 4 Day'Wad)

12 00 pet column inch extra tor
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

Reader Adt
300 per word. $6.03 minimum
1st day.64 pet word per day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 servo toe Shopper
(Tues. Classaflods go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra tee
blind box ads.

Ytd Sole $7.50 Preogj
A $2001..wit toe required to mote
anV changes to ad Geer deadline.

cALL 753-1916

TC)
ZU
ZE

$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount bid tuft,
a% Discount las In"
010
020
025
030
040
050

190

370
390
400
550

EMPLOYMENT
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Help Wonted
Legal Nonce 060
Domestic & Childcare
Notice 070
Situation Wonted
Personors 090
Business Opportunity
Card of Thanks 100
Instruction
h Memory 110
LOST & Found
REAL ESTATE RENTAL
280 Mobile Homes for Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots for Rent
FARMERS MARKET
Business Rentals
303
Farm Equipment 310
Wont To Rent
Livestock & Supplies 320
Apartments For Rent
Poultry & Supplies 330
Rooms For Rent
Prodice 340
Houses For Rent
Feed & Seed 360
For Rent or Lease

SERVICES
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

000
,230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cars
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

MERCHANDISE
120
Computers
130
For Sole or Trade
140
......... Want To Buy
150
Articles For Sole
155
Appliances
160
Home Furnianings
165
Antiques
170
VOCIAITI Oeoners
180 .-.---. Sewing Machines
195 -- Heavy Equipment
203 ----. Sports Equipment
210 .......
Firewood
220
........ Musical
240
260
T V & Rodo
380
Pets & Swot:4*5

ADJUSTMENT*

Master Card

Adveertisers aro roquostod to
chock Pm first insertion ot
*hotrods tor any error. Murray
Lodger & /knot wiN be r•for only ono Incas
,
lOict Insertion. Any wet
ighould bsi wolfed immode'CM* so corrections can be
mode.

REAL ESTATE SALES
270 . Mobile Homes For Sale
365
For Soie or Lease
420
Home Loans
430
Real Estate
435 .......
Lake Property
Lots For Sae
440
Farms For Sole
450
460 .............Homes For Sole

410
540
560
570

OFFICE HOURS.,
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday aimed

MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sole
For TroO0

Dead/Ines are 2 days

Free Column
Wanted
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legal
Notice

010

010

legal
Notice

010
Legal
Notice

Lege
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth ofKentucky,Calloway Circuit Court,Peoples
First National Bank and Trust Company,plaintiff, versus Bill Speed,
Peggy A. Atkins, Teresa Speed, and Calloway County, Kentucky,
defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 96-CI-00382
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court rendered at the January 24 term thereof 1997, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Kentucky, to the highet bidder, at public auction on
the Twenty-First day of February, 1997 at Noon or thereabout, the
following described property, to-wit:
THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED PROPERTY WILL BE SOLD
FIRST. IF THE SALES PROCEEDS ARE INSUFFICIENT TO
SATISFY PLAINTIFFS JUDGMENT, THEN TRACT II HEREOF
WILL ALSO BE SOLD.
Tract I:
A 1.348 acre tract ofland as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services
of Murray, Kentucky, May, 1996, Plat Book 21, Page 16, located on
Atkins Lane approximately 8.1 miles Southeast ofthe intersection of
Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of
land and the Northwest corner ofthe Squire Babcock Property,Deed
Book 194, Page 93, said point being an existing iron pin 0.4t miles
East of Highway 893 and 25.00 feet south of the centerline of Atkins
Road;
Thence,South 01° 35' 45" West - 276.40 feet, generally along a fence
and with the said Babcock Property to an existing Steel Fence Post at
the southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 890 00'27" West - 92.68 feet with the Bobby Spiceland
Property, Deed Book 146, Page 459 to a Double Oak Tree;
Thence, North 81° 55 37" West. 127.63 feet with the said Spiceland
Property to a #4 rebar set at a fence corner, the Southwest corner of
the herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 04° 49'36" East - 270.72 feet, generally along a fence,
creating a new division line to the Peggy Atkins Property, Deed Book
176,Page 485 to a #4 rebar set at the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;

Legal
Notice

The City of Murray will receive sealed
bids for a one ton cab and chassis to be used
as a rescue vehicle by the Murray Fire
Department.
Specifications may be picked up at the
City Clerk's Office. Bids must be submitted
to the Clerk's Office by 5:00 p.m. central
standard time February 28, 1997.

020

Notice
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
availables
100% reinsured,
100% investment
grade assets'
Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal
McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199

Tract th

Thence, South 1° 36' 45" West - 276.40 feet, generally along a fence
and with the Jesse Williams West Property Line, Deed Book 164,
Card 2193 to an existing steel fence post at the southeast corner ofthe
herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 89° 00'27" West - 92.68 feet with the Bobby Spiceland
North Property Line, Deed Book 146,Card 459 to an existing Double
Oak Tree;
Thence, North 81° 58' 27" West - 126.93 feet with the said Spiceland
North Property Line to a 04 rebar set at a fence post;
Thence, North 81° 33' 36" West- 700.63 feet, generally along a fence
and with the said Spiceland North Property Line to a #4.rebar set at
the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 3° 2T 55" East - 212.29 feet with the said Atkins East
Property Line to the point of beginning.
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ALL PREVIOUSLY CONVEYED EASEMENTS AND RIGHT-OF-WAYS.
Being the same lands conveyed by Bobby D. Spiceland to Peggy M.
Atkins and son, Bill Speed,by deed dated June 4, 1990,as recorded on
Microfilm in Book 176, Card 485 in the office of the Calloway County
Court.
The real estate shall be sold for cash or 10% down and the balance
to be paid in 30 days. Purchaser shall post a bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale until paid and
having the force and effect ofa judgment. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

020

•20

020

Notice
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's CROWDED! Building materials 1460d to -SELL!'
See & S.71338961.
Paschall Salvage, '4 mile
BARBER! Kilcoyne barber from
Hazel on 641
of
fambock in town 38Yrs
4988964
ily experience Call Brenda
at The Hair World. FREE Pregnancy Tests
753-0513
blehouse 753 0700

Note*
MURRAY Sewing Center
Machine quitting,$31 50 including batting 753-5323
SAVE money on manufac
turers coupons Call
1 8004669222 ext 5727,
free brochure

Help
Wanted
AMERIHOST Inn of Murray
is oirrently seeking to fill
the following position: Parttime Maintenance (24-30
hr/week). Person will be
responsible for minor repair
work of various nature, as
well as perform clean up
tasks. Evenings will be required. Experience is a
pus. Apply in person at
1210 N. 12th St., Murray.
No phone calls please
EOE.
AMERIHOST Inn of Murray
is currently seeking to M
the following position: Parttime Desk Clerk (8-24 hr/
week). Person should have
computer knowledge and a
genuine personality. Experience a pus but will train
right candidate. Must be
able to work days and
weekends. Apply in person
at 1210 N. 121h St., Murray.
No phone calls please.
EOE.

REGIONAL MANAGER
COST CUTTERS FAMILY HAIR CARE
National rapid growing salon chain located
Inside Wal-Mart Supercenters is seeking a Regional Manager to staff, develop and manage
salons in Paducah, Mayfield, and Murray,
Kentucky.
The position requires current cosmetology
license, management experience, visual merchandising, and strong people skills. Computer
experience is a big plus. Travel required.
Mail resume with salary history to:
Cost Cutters Family Hair Care
P.O. Box 1498
Bowling Green, KY 42102
FAX: 502-796-9230

Being the same property conveyed to Teresa Speed, single, by deed
dated July 25, 1996,and recorded in Deed Book 232, Page 391 in the
Calloway County Clerk's Office.

Thence, South 86° 21' 09" East - 908.09 feet with the South side of
Atkins Road to a #4 rebar set at the Northeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;

060

020

Thence, South 86° 21' 09" East - 204.36 feet with the South side of
Atkins Lane to the point of beginning.

Beginning at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of
land and the Northeast corner of the Peggy Atkins Property, Deed
Book 165,Card 2564,said point being a #4 rebar set 0.2± miles East of
Highway 893 and 25.00 feet South of the centerline of Atkins Road;

I HAVE recently moved to
this area. I am interested in
meeting an attracove, intelligent and outgoing girl
Your interests or hobbies
are less important than
your capacity to understand,to love and enjoy life
If you care, respond Mail a
photo if you have one and a
brief note and phone num
ber if you desire. Response
P.O.Box 1347, Murray, KY
42071.

The City of Murray reserves the right to
accept the lowest or best bid or to reject any
and all bids.

Notice

A 5.235 acre tract ofland as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services
of Murray, Kentucky, June, 1991, located on Atkins Road approximately 8.1 miles Southeast of the intersection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,and being
more particularly described as follows:

Person*

Invitation To Bid
City of Murray
Fire Department

All stored items in
storage unitsel4,23,
26, 44 & 161 at Key
Mini-Warehouses,
1850 State Route 121
South, Murray, KY
42071, have been
abandoned and If all
charges for storage
units #14, 23, 26, 44
& 161 are not paid In
full on or before
March 15, 1997, Key
Mini-Warehouses
will have legal possession of all Items
stored In storage units #14, 23, 26, 44 &
161. A sale date for
said Items stored in
storage units 14, 23,
26,44 & 161 will be
posted at a later
time.

reS4.101

025

sfor0_

A

Isn't It Nifty
This Dent Man
Will Soon Be

50!
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat,9 to 5,Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Buys mens, women,
children jeans, sweaters,
sweat shirts, dresses Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. Call 489-2243 or
753-6981.

Keith's Lawn
& Tractor
Free Pick-up &
Delivery within 10
miles of
Murray.
During the Month
of February.

759-9831
LOOKING for woman who
witnessed woman falling
Saturday, 1 11 97 at the
IGA store Please call
759- 4414

"Special Occasion"
Collection
WANTED: Prom,
Party, Pageant or
Wedding Dresses
for big one-day sale.
$3.00 fee for each
dress sold, you keep
proceeds.
Bring
dresses to Murray
Woman's
Clubhouse, Sat., Feb. 22,
1997 from 10 a.m.12 p.m. Sale will begin at 12-3 p.m. For
more info call 7538032 from 10 a.m.-5

Classified

POSITION

VACANCIES
The City of Murray has the following vacancies as
listed:
Equipment Operator IV
Position:
Department: Transfer Station-Sanitation
Sanitation Worker I
Position:
Department: Sanitation
Salary Range: Salary depending on experience $7.00/Hour Minimum plus benefit
package which includes health insurance., retirement plan. sick &
vacation days.
Job applications and descriptions for the above
listed position are available at the City Clerk's
office located at 5th & Poplar Streets in the City
Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00 p.m.on
Friday. February 21, 1997.
The City of Murray is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug screening will be required of all applicants.

NOTICE
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will hold
a public meeting on the Draft Environmental Assessment (DEA) for the Proposed
Establishment of Clarks River National
Wildlife Refuge.This meeting will be held on
Thursday evening,February 20,1997,at the
Benton Middle School Gymnasium,Benton,
KY. Registration and open house will take
place from 6:30 p.m.-7:00 p.m., and the
meeting will begin at 7:00 p.m.The purposes
of this meeting are to answer questionsfrom
the public and to hear comments on the
refuge proposal.
The public review period for the DEA has
been extended to March 14, 1997.
Any comments or recommendations you
may have concerning this proposal should
be sent no later than March 14, 1997,to Mr.
Charles R. Danner, U. S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1875 Century Boulevard,Suite 420,
Atlanta, Georgia 30345, 1-800-419-9682.
Thank you again for your interest.

-..-.......•••••••••-•- •

Income Tax
AVON sales. $8-$15/hr- No
door to door. Easy
methods! Quick Cash!'Bonuses' 1-800-827-4640
Ind/Ms/rep.
COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
20K to $50K/yr
1-800-348-7186 X 486
DAY help needed. Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy
121 N.
DEPENDABLE kitchen
help wanted for Cypress
Springs Resort_ Call for
spot 502-436-5496.
EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now No experience
Free supplies, into. No obligation. Send LSASE to:
ACE,dept: 1209 Box 5137,
Diamond Bar, CA 91765.
EARN over $1,000 per
week. Dancers needed, full
or part time. No experience
needed. Will train. Contact
Doll House, Paris, TN.
901-642-4297 after 6pm.
FULL-TIME homemaker to
work 30 plus hours per
week providing personal
care services and light
housekeeping in the homes
of the elderly in Calloway
County Must have own
transportation and possess
a valid Kentucky driver's
license. Will be required to
have physical arid TB skin
test at own expense. Starting salary $5.55 per hour
and after 6 months probation period, with good evaluation, up to $6.99 per
hour. Mileage reimbursement. Excellent fringe benefits. Send letter of application to : Gaila Jo Gay, West
Kentucky Allied Services,
Inc., P.O. Box 736, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. Applications will be received
through February 24, 1997.
For this type of employment, state law requires a
criminal record check as a
condition of employment.
EOE.
FULL time janitorial help
needed, afternoon shift.
753-0724.
GIFT Shop Clerk, some
experience necessary, 32
hours a week beginning
March 1- Nov 30. Please
call 762-3383 between 8
and 5, M-F for more
information.
GIFT Shop Clerk, LBL Association Homeplace
Shop, 30+ hours per week,
$5.15/hour, 9 to 5, some
weekends, March- November 924-2088
LIVE—IN night time switchboard operator. Apartment,
all utilities plus cable and
phone furnished. Salary.
759-4834.
MIDNIGHT shift needed
Cashiers need to apply
Mon- Fn between 2 & 7pm,
at the Coastal Station,
Chestnut St ask for Leroy
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
OWN
HOURS
1-800-771-5281 EXT 1209
NOW hiring front desk
clerk Must be responsible,
w/some experience Apply
in person at the Best Western, Hwy,641 So, Murray
PART TIME sitter position
available to care for elderly
lady Live-in only Days will
vary Call 759-0209.
POSTAL JOBS ATTN:
Murray, 12 68thr to start,
plus benefits Carriers, sortors, computer trainees,
maintenance Call today for
application and information 8 00am to 8 00pm, 7
days 1-800-287-5715,
Ext. 93.
SECRETARIAL local
property & casualty insurance agency seeking secretary Prior customer SOrvice and computer experience required. Insurance
experience helpful, but not
a must Will train nght person Send resume in confidence to PO Box 10400,
Murray, KY 42071

By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service

Murra
WA N"
Part
have r
liable
Days

206 South 6th

CLEA
Home

753-8107

relial
759-9

HOU:
merci4

Tobacco Workers Needed
3/17/97 - 10/30/97
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing. $5.54/hr. setting/stripping. Contact local State _
Employment Service Office.

Optometrist
Open an additional office without the
hassle of hiring a staff or buying any
equipment. U.S. vision has a terrific opportunity at the Sears Optical Dept. In Padu-

cah, Ky. We are looking for 10-15 hours of
coverage per week. This would be a great
opportunity for an Optometrist to maximize
the chair time at their private office and see
15-20 more patients per week.
Call 800-303-0940 for more Information.
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111C4BLERSION
A leading national cable provider is
looking to expand its Regional Customer Service Center in Benton, Kentucky and is looking for career-minded
individuals to fill several new Customer
Relations Coordinator positions. Full
time, part time and flexible work schedules available; including nights and
weekends. Tremendous benefit package for full time employment includes
medical, dental and life insurance,
401K, tuition reimbursement and opportunities for advancement. Proven
customer service experience preferred,
but not required. Computer and telephone skills a plus. Send resume to:
Cablevision
Attn: Customer Relations Supervisor
90 Main Street
Benton, KY 42025
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HEALTII CARE
Troyer Clinic seeks professionals for
the following positions:

• Clinical Information
Systems Assistant •
H. S. Grad or GED required, Assoc.
Degree in computer science preferred. Working knowledge of Lotus
for Windows,Foxpro a plus.
Attention to detail and accuracy are
vital for this position. Relevant work
experience - 2 to 5 years. Must be
able to work overtime & weekends
as needed.
•Human Resources•
Organizational Development
Specialist
Develop & present training/inservice programs for employees
Associate Degree required, BA/BS
preferred. Minimum 1 year related
experience - Adult Ed/Staff Development, Health Care &/or Human
Resources a plus. Computer skills &
experience a must - Windows. based
Words, Lotus., Excel-, Access.,
Foxpro•
Apply in person or send resume to
Human Resources
502-825-7283
Fax 502-824-3935
200 Clinic Drive
Madisonville, KY
TCO2 1

TROVER
I. I N I (:

(

A Division of Troves Foundstion

Equal Opportunity Employer

_
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Help
Wanted

*VI-time& pan-time
dell help needed.
Exp. preferred but
not necessary.
Apply in person
Owen Food Mkt.
SONIC ot Murray is now
accepting applications tor
the position of manager
Successful applicant
should have 1-5 years expenenoe in fast toad management and be abie to
work days, nights &
weekends if needed Advancement is possible
Apply in person from
9am-5pm at Sonic of Murray, 217So 12th St Ask for
Richard No phone calls
please
TEMPORARY full time
clerical position until end of
June Must have computer
skills knowledge of Micro
soft Works and Lotus Send
resume to PO Box 1055
Murray KY

- FOR SALE
Ladies Retail
Shoe Store
Interesled
parbes
should send contact
into E P.O. Box
1040-S, Murray You
will be contacted with
fuller into

lloblie
Nome Far Sale
RESPONSIBLE family
needs country mobile
home lot to buy on contact
Lot now ran Wig sold, have
until Mardi 11, desperate
436-5396
STANDING 11MBER- any
species, tarp or small
tracts 502-753-2533
WANTED: Filing mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
WOril 436-2867
1)0
Addis'
Few

120
Computers
COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

COMPUTERS for sale PC
Brand 286, 200 meg HD,4
meg RAM, Windows 3.1,
WANTED housekeeper color monitor, $200, Royal
Part time position Must 486 tower, 400 meg HD, 8
have refererxiss and be re- meg RAM, Windows 3.1,
liable Contact Andrew at color monitor with windows
Days Inn, 517 S 12th
accelerator, CD-ROM
drive, $700, all with software + CDs plus computer
070
furniture. Call 753-5171.
Demedlc
& Childcare
110

12 HP CRAFTSMAN
mower with bagger $400
489-2617
1969 16FT Outboard aluminum bass boat & 18sp
bike. 436-2102
ASHLEY wood stove with
fan $60 OBO. 354-9923
BLACK Sequin prom dress
& earrings size 10, $200
Call between 4pm & cipm
435-4488
CULTURED marble sinks
SIG STOCK, Crowded Up
Need Room BAD Come
Seel! Paschall Salvage,
mile from Hazel on 641
498-8964
ELECTRIC Flex-A-Bed,
super single. Cost $1100,
like new, $450. 489-2715.

CLEANING is my business
Weld
LAP siding 12x12,
Home or office. Honest &
To Buy
$5/sheet WHILE IT
reliable Call Linda,
LASTS! Paschall Salvage,
ANTIQUES, collectibles & A mile from Hazel on 641.
759-9553
memorabilia lric or all 498-8964
HOUSE cleaning & com- you've got. Call Larry at
mercial cleaning. Call Lori 753-3633.
NEW 201b LP Gas Grill
474-8340
Tanks, $19.95. Used
ANTIQUES by the piece or
WILL babysit in my home, collections. 753-9433 day 100lb LP Gas Tanks,$50.
753-4389, 753-1376.
Coldwater area, 7am-5prn. or night.
Low rates Call Julie
PROM dresses Black seCASH paid for good, used quins, size 9-10 Turquoise
489-6089
rifles, shotguns, and pis- sequins & beads, size 10.
ficK1
tols_ Benson Sporting Call 753-0943 after 4:15
Position
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Pm.
Wanted
Murray
PROM dress, black, size
WILL sit, $1000 a month
JUNK cars & trucks. Call 12, $75; prom dress, black/
Call 759-9993, Kay.
753-3633 ask for Larry.
white with sequins & beads,
size 13, $75. 474-8346.

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1-800-455-4199

SALE on 4x8 fiberglass
wallboard. CHEEP!
CHEEP! Many colors. Paschall Salvage, V. mile from
Hazel on 641. 498-8964.
SEE us for your bam or roof
metal. Econot
Cut o length.
Covers 36, in es, many
colors.
Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

SECTIONAL Henredon
sofa, green tapestry, 7
pieces, $50/ section, tan
leather recliner. Evenings,
354-8041
190

Farm
EAPAPlare

John Deere 525
Front Mount lAower,
315 hours,2 yrs. old.
435-4131 after 4 p.m.

4-{CARPET & FLOOR

Doing it right the first time costs
less than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience
Jim Knight saws & instigation Tom Too qo Murray
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
Krught4
Hwy. 641 - 1'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Haal. KY
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards.

753-7728

HALEY'S
lUgl9Duck
LT1 Rental and

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744. Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650
GYM equipment: Pacific
Fitness 2 station machine
$450, Precor 718E stepper
$75, Nordic Track ski machine $75, Abdominal
bench $75 or all for $600
759-2546
210
Rftwood

Sales

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

WOOD for sale 489-2775

Phone: 753-6910

Iillecolbreseus

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

/ ALPINE
•
blockfordrosgaw

Tapes
clarionk
IFst.

ILA CP I 47.70

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

EXTRA! EXTRA!
lAmest Side Price at
110%
the remodeling sale now going
on at Wiggins Furniture.
1

ihmli 0; \111;i.i\ (Hi
Gahlen.
acioss hon1
Terms - Tree

753-4566

Delheo

210

BIG STOCK of fiberglass
roofing and underpinning
Paschall Salvage, V. mile
from Hazel on 641
498-8964
VINYL floor covering, hardwood, tile, lots more
STUFF! Paschal Salvage,
Y. mile from Hazel on 641
498-8964
WEDDING PACKAGE Affordable, romantic, elegant.
Planned just for you Includes little chapel, ordained minister, music,
flowers, bridal gown, m-o-h
dress, tuxedos, videos &
photos Honeymoon suite,
jacuzzi and limousine On
beautiful KY Lake.
1-888-367-6757 or
753-1300 free info Mr J's
Formal
Wear
&
Limousine
270
!Mild,
Howe For Solo
1989 SUNSHINE 14x76,
2br, 2 bath, new airport,
$10,900 delivered Call
753-7975
'BR trailer setup 8 reedy
to move in. 753-9886.

Apartments
For Rent

1991 16 X 70, EXTRA nice,
lots of extras. Needs to be
moved, asking $15,500
Must awl, 759-9350 MK
5 00pm M -F or on
Weekends_

NATIONAL HOTEL
APARTMENTS, 1 and 21x
opts, uliTelies included, rent
based on income, for the
elderly, disabled or handicapped Equal Housing
Opportunity
MOBILE Home 12X65, 502-753-0762
$1000 435-4131 after
NEW 2br duplex, $3751mo
4pm
4br, 3 bath wid duplex
$700. 28R furnished, $255,
1 yea lease, no pets, depoIMAM
sit 753-4937, nights
Hamm For Rua
436-2741
28R, $206 1 Year lease
deposit, no pets 753-4937 TWO 2 BR apartments for
rent 753-5731
ngths 436-2741

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath, with
garage, appliances furnished, $550/mo One
month deposit, one year
28R radar No pets Must lease No pets 753-2905 or
have references
753-7536
753-9866
330
SMALL trailer for rent out in
new
country Will be available
For Rest
Feb 15 474-8056 or
474-8340.
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898
Mobile
Home Late krit Red
310
Houses
MOBILE home lots for rent
Feet Rest
or sale. Why rent? Owner
fininacirg maybe available. 3EIR + den, house in quality
767-9435 after 5.
neighborhood, $550/mo,
2BR, nice, appliances &
water furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

deposit, lease. 753-8734.

300
&wino
Real*

3BR, excellent family
neighborhood, gas heat
Coleman RE, 753-9898.

Neon Beach
Mlnl-Storage

4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wisnell Rd.$600hno. Central h/a. Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9698.

Now Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853
MEDICAL provider has additional space in professional building for lease.
Approximately 1000-1200
sq. ft Send inquines to PO
Box 1040C, Murray, KY
42071.
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
OFFICE space in Southside Shopping Center.
$275/mo includes all utilities. 753-4509 or
753-6612

IN Hazel, 313R. appliances,
w/d, central heat & sir. Deposit, lease & references
492-8526
NICE 2 story, 2br, 1 bath,
central gas heat, lake access, $375. 527-9639.
NICE brick, 2br, gas heat,
appliances, w/d. No pets
$450/mo, plus deposit,
North 8th. 489-2741.
NOW available, 2br on Airport Rd water, septic, yard
care furnished, $345 a
month. Deposit and lease
required. 753-4268.

Fa New
0! taw

320

1 BR, low utilities. Reference and deposit required,
no pets. $235 month,
753-3949.
1BR, nice, near MSU. Appliances furnished. Coleman RE. 753-9898.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.
28R apartment, gas heat
No pets. 1102 Pogue.
$290/mo. Call 753-3415 or
753-7123.
2 BR Embassy Apt. Central
gas H/A. Nice. Available
now. Coleman RE
753-9898.
2BR, near MSU. Appliances furnished. Available now. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
2BR nice duplex, central
h/a, appliances furnished
Coleman RE. 753-9898

ttigh_ra
COVERIN4
1

sC

4411

320
Business
Opportunity

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY, 1,2 & 38R apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Or,
Murray, KY. 759-4984.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.

28R duplex, 2 ful & 24
baths, all appliances, large
closets, no steps, covered
carport. 20X3Oft storage
building in rear References
required. No pets. $525/mo
with $525 security deposit.
Lease is required. Call
753-3018, leave message.

BRAND new, 2br, IA bath
townhouse, appliances
plus w/d furnished, $500
per month. lyr lease, lmo
deposit No pets Call
753-2905 or 753-7536
BRAND new lbr, 1 bath
apartment $375/mo, Imo
deposit. lyr lease. No pets.
753-2905 or 753-7536.

370
Uvoriack
& Supple*

Pao
& lupin
AKC REGISTERED Boston Terrier puppies. 6 wks.
old, $185. 502-527-7607.
AKC SIBERIAN Husky
pups, blue eyes, blacks and
sables with white markings.
376-2828.
DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel.
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Handicapped accessible. Equal
Housing Opportunity
TOO* 1-800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721.

64 ACRES, great for hunting Small cabin on property Located West State
Line Rd in Henry Co.
Ph
$37,000
901-498-8363

LARGE 2br, talk new
carpet 8 ainmic lie, 2
blocks from MSU. $395
Plus deposit and references. No pets. 753-3949
or 750-3060 alter business
hoists.

1995 SWEETWATER
2020FC pontoon 20 feet,
40hp Mercury w trim von
alginate Miry 04106 ex
°silent condition Phone
502 436 5949

THE pant ant dry on this
new 4br 25 bath home
Palladian windows adorn
the facade of this excelent,
fully functional plan You'll
love the hardwood floonng
throughout two spaaous
16.04 WOODED acres, great rooms soaring cal
good location, mile Ky wigs and quality craftsman
Lake near Hamlin, black- ship throughout Located in
top. $19,500, easy terms Murray Estates on quiet
cul-de-sac This home
750-1922
could be just what your
ACREAGE, Acreage, looking for For inquires call
Acreage! 71 acres m/I, lo- 435-4487, 759-1828 or
cated just off Hwy 94 E, 753-9950
very near KY Lake Beautiful secluded location, per470
fect building site priced at
$77,500 Contact Rich at
Molorcyclas
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for additional in- 1988 HONDA 1500 Aspenformation
on cede, 2 helmets, 39,xxx,
loaded and nice 753-3672
MLSI/3000763
1996 HONDA 300 EX Sport
160
FourTrax 753 7275
Howse
490
Fer lab
Used
2 BR, 1 bath house, 20X24
Cars
shop on 2 acres 3 miles
west of Lynn Grove After 1983 CADILLAC Coupe
Devine, 74xxx, like new,
5prn, 759-4800.
garage kept Previous
2STORY 4br,2 bath home. owner
deceased
Wrap around deck with lake 753-7523
view Over 1400 sq. ft
Under 2 year old roof. 1984 MONTE Carlo, plis,
Brand new septic system. A/C. AM/FM cassette, V8
Rented for $550 $53,000, automatic 1979 Cutlass
Supreme, new 350 V8,cus527-9639.
tom wheels, new tires &
2YR old home, 4 miles from battery. $1250 each or
town, 3br, 2 full baths, 2 car $2000 for both 759-9641
garage_ Large lot and lots of
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
extras. 753-4761.
wN6, $2100 436-2088
leave message
3BR, 2 bath, whirlpool,
hardwood floors, rear 1986 TOYOTA Carnry, at/
deck...WNI assist with fi- ac, 4dr, beige, new tires,
nancing. Day 492-8238 good condition, $2400.
Night 759-5475.
753-8743
3BR, 1V, bath brick in city
1987 BUICK Century
Fenced yard, screened
$2200, 753-7743,
porch, $88,500. 753-8887
753--9212 See at Fay's,
days, 759-9974 nights.
306 N 12th
REDUCED 3BR, 1 bath,
1989 PLYMOUTH Sungarage, large lot in town.
dance 2 dr, air cond.,
Includes separate lbr re- cruise, new power module,
ntal unit. 759-9932.
Pioneer speakers (150W),
31311, 2 bath brick, Doran frequent oil changes, Olt
wheel. Call 753-6893,
Rd. 767-9086.
leave a message.
38R 2ba 1650'living area,
vinyl siding, shingle roof, 1989 SUBARU, good condition, $1500 obo. Ph
28X65'on brick foundation
Natural gas, central heat 436-5759
and Wc, new carpet, vinyl 1990 CHEVR
throughout, 1.5 acres,
$57,000. 759-2310.
Ion.

70 MODEL boat, motor and
trailer 15 Glastron Stemless boat with 85hp Evin
rude and trailer Good condition $875 or best acceptable offer 753 4268

BRAND new house near
completion on WellsPurdom Rd Cathedral coilWigs, convenience kitchen,
3br, 2 baths, 2 car garage,
recessed lighting, and
many other extras Central
gas heat and air conditioning and gas hot water heater. Must see to appreciate!
Cal 753-9785 any evening.

BY owner: Beautiful histwic
2 story, 4br, 2 baths,3000+
sq It, 100+ yrs, refurbished
in '96. New 34 car garage,
$85,000
Mayfield,
502-247-9116.
LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage, city utilities,
gas heat, in quiet neighborhood. Upper $30 - 5
492-8680.

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you we thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.

Lehi
Pimperty
LAKEFRONT home in Panorama Shores. 1100sq ft,
of new addition, all new
vinyl siding, new °central
gas heat, garage, etc
Gentle sloping kit to lake
200FT on lake front, IA 5
mi from Murray. Hurry!
Won't lest long. $134,900
763-2339

1990 DODGE Daytona,
88xxx miles, air, auto.
Bankruptcy, Bad Credit or
No Credit. $586 down,
$222 per mo. Williams
Used Cars, Hazel, KY.
492-8898.
1992 PONTIAC Bonneville
SSE loaded with all equipment including sunroof and
CD player. Dark green with
tan leather interior 66xxx
miles Book value $14,000
will take $11,700. 492-8514
leave message.
1993 626 Mazda, good
condition, $9500 OBO
753-3004.

NEW brick home 3BD, 3
bath with whirlpool tub.
Large kitchen, dining room.
2 car garage. Aggregate
driveway Owner will consider lease w/ option to buy
By appointment only. Day
492-8238 Night 759-5475.

1995 DODGE Neon, 2dr.
white, 5sp $9,000 obo
436-6026, leave message
95 CAMAY. Extended warranty, midnight blue
767-0425.

Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
stump removal tree spraying hedge trimming landscaping,mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured,Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
ing serving Murray. Cello
way County since 1980
Free estimates 437 3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & junk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb 436-5791

BEAUTIFUL results with
dean, neat, honest and
professional services offered by Kelly's Walloover
irgs Plus ancluding panting
and staining Manor & ex
tenor. wallpaper & borders
Landscape design & plant
ing Over 13 years experience in Toledo Ohio New
in town with plenty of quality
references akteady in Mur
ray For your tree estimate
call Kelly Altman Darnell
today at 502 436 5503
BOB S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134
492-8584
CARPENTRY & Remodel
ing Winter rates $12/hour
753-0563, 901-247-5783
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protec
Son, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING- yards, barns
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages, decks
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

AFFORDABLE Homes/
Dream Homes built on your CONSTRUCTION &
lot Choose horn plans we REPAIR Free estimates
have or one of your own
Remodeling, fenang, deck
Starting at $35 sq lt Free mg, plumbing & electrical
consultation & estimate S
489-2832
& K Construction,
COUNTERTOPS and
753-3078/ 753-7091
kitchen cabinet refacing
ALEX'S Short & Tall Dry- with formica. Wulff's Rewall Finishing. New con- covery, Murray. 436-5560
struction, additions, and repairs. Blown in, textured, CUSTOM BUILT wooden
and knock down ceilings. decks & fencing. Excellent
workmanship. Affordable
753-4761.
rates. 753-7860.
ALL around hauling, tree
work, junk dean-up Joe, CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys
436-2867
terns, 354-8161 after 4pm,
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp., Horace Shaer.
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, DAVID'S Cleaning Serremodeling, repairs. AGC vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes,
certified. 489-2214.
boats, brick driveways,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- parking lots, all exterior
niture repair & custom cleaning, acid cleaning
woodwarSing. 753-8056.
available David Borders,
APPLIANCE REPAIRS- Insured, Completely Mo.
Factory trained by 3 major bile. Phone 502-759-4734
manufacturers All work Cellular 502-853-1108.
and parts warranted. Ask ELECTRICAL services by
for Andy at The Appliance R&R electric, Does your
Works, 753-2455.
home/ business need at
tention? Call us for all your
APPUANCE REPAIR. MI electrical problems
brands, Kenmore. 30+ Murray- 762-0001
years experience. BOBBY Cellular- 519-1592.
HOPPER, 436-5848
G & E Plumbing repairs
BACKHOE Service - ROY Free estimates 492-8E80
HILL. Septic system, drive- or 759-5613
ways, hauling, foundations,
HANDYMAN Company
etc 759-4664.
Remodel- Repair- ReBACKHOE SERVICE. place. Emergency
BRENT ALLEN septic tank electricaV plumbing. We do
Installation, repair, replace- it all! Licensed & insured
ment 759-1515.
474-8621
BACKHOE Service- small LAMB Brother Home lm
jobs, driveways, box blade, provements, remodeling
rottertilling, snow removal additions, roofing, siding
753-0834 or 759-9835
free estimates 436-2269

Stranded By Bad Credit?
Bankruptcy?

Start Driving Again With Our
24-Hour Auto Loan Hotline
1-800-748-8353

Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
1-800-457-4866
527-9671
104 W. 5th, Montan, K y.

Vans
1996 DODGE Grand Caravan SE, island teal Cal
753-5293 after 4pm M-F or
weekends

1981 CJ JEEP 4 wheel
drive. 502-492-8411

rASSMAAMPlaMlfi.e:000~,

Custom Hand Wash
$15.00 & up
flandwaxed - Machine Polished
Interior Cleaned
3rd & Sycamore • 753-0548

VOL714ra

1983 CHEVY Saverado,
good condition, good price
Call 759-9839

1983 FORD Ranger diesel,
$1600. 1972 Chevy kvb
rebuilt 350, $1700. 1980
Chevy Luv 4x4, $2,000
NEW brick home 3BD, 3 4.36-2088 leave message.
bath with whirlpool tub.
Large kitchen, dining room, 1985 CHEVY truck SWB
2 car garage Aggregate 50xxx on rebuilt 350 motor
driveway Owner will con- Needs some bodywork
sider lease w/option to buy. $2500 489-2577
By appointment only Day 1993 CHEVY truck Ex492-8238 Night 759-5475 tended cab, Silverado, PS,
NEW home, immediate oc- PB. PW, AM/FM, 98xxx
cupancy, 3br, 2 bath, great miles, $13.000 753-6431
room, dining room, eat-in after San
kitdien Beauty and quality
1994 FORD Ranger XLT
Martin Heights Subdivision
CD, cruise, 30xxx miles, 5
Call 753-0090
spd , 4 cyl . $8700 Murray
753-9731

NEW listing in Campbell
Estates! Built in 1995 this
house features 3br, 2 5b.,
LA with fireplace, large
gourmet kitchen, formal dining, hardwood flooring.
bontsh room and office
Three car detached garage Over 3200sq ft of living
area Priced under
$200,000 Cal Kopperud
Assay today for your showiv.0 at ica- 1199

530

Credit
problem?

SOO
NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
Used
baths Open foyer, colTrucks
umns, tile floors, etc, etc.
City subdivision Ready to 1977 FORD F100 Me
sell 759-2571, 435-4013, chanically sound, $900
489-2056
435-4040.

130
Red
bade

Servloes
Offered
NICE cozy 2 sexy 2br 1
bath central gas heat,
screened porch upstairs
deck 6yrs old Lake access, 3 lots $35,000
527-9639

ARABIAN mare. Registered, good disposition,
well -trained. Bay,
144 hands, dished face
Excellent trail mount. Must
sell-no space to keep her
767-9868 after 5 30pm or
weekends.
BY owner: Mini farm 4 miles
MARE Mule, 15 hands, ex- from city located on Poor
cellent trail nding, camping, Farm Rd. Features 6 acres,
and parade mule. Call stock barn, 3br, 2 bath
home. 753-7629
evenings 502-354-6705

1-15 ACRES north of Murray. Call Edwina at Grey's
Properties 759-2001

LARGE 2br duplex, 14
bath, w/garage. All appliances, including w/d,
central gas h/a, $550/mo +
deposit, lease No pets
436-2113

SOUTH of Murray in Green
Plans Subdivision Nice '4
acre building lots with
pnces beginning at $7,003/
single or $12,500 for 2 lots
Municipal water, subdivision restrictions Contact
Rich at Kopperud Realty
753-1222

4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights. Reasonably paiced. 492-6200 or
NORTHWOOD storage 753-7688.
presently has units avail- 4BR house with 2-3 acres
able
753-2905 or on Brooks Chapel Rd. Call
753-7536.
437-4327.

GOOD 2br, 1 bath, duplex,
washer & dryer included,
$275 527-9639

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Weedy Village, lbt
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income.621 older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

Las
For Ids

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's.
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081

380
AVAILABLE March 1, 3
bedroom, 1.5 bath duplex
apartment with 2 car garage $425/mo. rent and
$450 security deposit re
quired Call 753-1633 after
5:00. No pets!

5B
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1995 CHEVROLET S-10
ext cab, black, custom
wheels, factory lift, Limited
Edition, 30xxx miles Call
759-5661 after 5pm

1977 NOMAD. Sleeps 6,
very good condition,
$1900. 502474201$.

LK
Downey's Home Repair
Toll Free 1-888-529-1188
Floors leveled, sills & _foists replaced, water and (emote
damage repaired, moisture and water in crawl space
controlled. Doplile hung double pane, uli-in easy clean
solid vinyl replacement windows - Get price on all
windows for average cost per window then have contract
for one window at at time. Price includes covering
outside trim with aluminum so window is maintenance
Iree.

Prestige Homes di
Building quality homes at an affordable
price Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your ho-y,
should be built with PRESTIC,

753-5628

•
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MURRAY LEDGER A TIMES

Repaired Hubble released to search for answers
FREE HOME INSPECTIONS
Lavin Care 11110RRISPicirne R.P"
Vifl
"Ono Call
fispiscomsnt
Doss
It Air 110pEry Image! *Indoors
Plumbing
Painting - Siding - Roofing
Water Damage Pest Damage - Debris
Removal

Schedule your lawn care needs. NOW!
(502) 759-4599

Free Estimates

Custom
CABINETS
8 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th Sr. (Neat it, Uneasier Plaster) • Murray
DIVISION OF SOCTIIERN WALL SYS I EMS, IN('

A

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
—We Service All Major Brands—

A AMF-RICAN
APO STANDARD'

4111111011111
MIAMO c001 4.6 M06..

`dt:171,7
NE how
Lic 1M02182 (502) 435-4699

Murray, Ky.

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-4130-5-74-1
.11.-800-5418-5.262
&UMW'S
F
'VICO
24 Hr
Hedge Thiamin
Tree Sproyiiii
, Tree A Stamp
Removal

LICENSED * INSURED
I.

Tree Trieurem
Ctummy, Service
LIM of

0,k/LI'l

Stn., r

I

NIIMINMINNI

fr

SEAMLESS gutteis ICI
sailed, resident's/ or corn
maim& Soma Gutter Co
753-6433

SPACE CENTER, Houston
LAP) — Gleaming in the sunlight,
the upgraded Hubble Space Telescope was set free today to reSIDING (SpecieIs) Order sume its quest for
answers to the
now for spring and se
oldest
of
puzzles:
How did the
Insured to $300 000
universe begin? How old is it?
licensed Fred Osborne
How did we get here?
4 7 4 - 8 6 2 1
1-888-7544840
The $2 billion telescope, orbitSUREWAY Tree & Stump ing 385 miles above Earth, will
Removal Insured mei full require two to three months of
line of equipment Free es tests before its work begins
timates Day or night again.
753-5484
The release followed five
THE Gutter Co Seamless spacewalks in as many days on
aluminum gutters variety space shuttle Discovery. Astroof colors Licensed, in- nauts installed powerful, new
sured Estimate available
eyes and improved electronics,
759-4690
and repaired insulation damaged
TOMS Cleaning & Win
by extreme temperature changes.
Offices
dows Service
They
finished their improvements
houses gutters, siding
early Tuesday.
Commercial & Residential
759-3463.
At the command of astronaut
Steven
Hawley inside the cabin,
Contracting
WALTERS
Free Estimates Guaran- the ship's crane released its grip
teed Quality Work
on the Hubble and the telescope
Licensed & Insured Over slowly drifted away. Discovery
20 years experience Roofwas over the African coast.
ing additions, vinyl siding,
"HST is free to study the
Call
decks, remodeling
stars," shuttle commander Ken753-2592.
WANTED Odd Jobs Haul- neth Bowersox said, referring to
ing, snow removal tree re- the telescope by its initials.
Later, their boss, NASA Admimoval, etc Have references For free estimate nistrator Daniel Goldin, spoke
call 753-9048, leave mes- with the crew.
sage Experienced
"I know what skill and courWILL do lawn mowing and age it took to get the job done,"
week trimming Very de- Goldin said. "You made America
pendable Call 753 5784 or
proud ... what a tremendous
759-4059.
achievement."
WOOD VCR- repairing
The four spacewalkers also
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri.9-12, 1-5 Free esti
mates Visa/MC accepted
753-0530.
560
Fres
Column
2 PUPPIES, 2 mo. old 1
male cat, 1 yr. old 1 female
dog, part Rottiveiler, part
Dalmation. 436-2610.
Female white cat Spayed
and declawed, almost 1 yr
old, all shots Family allergic, 753-1960.
FREE to good home' Adorable playful puppies, 3 to 6
months old Call 474-8340.
570

ATTENTION

Wanted

Contractor or Home Builders

WE bu)4movies. Top dollar
paid for Disney movies.
Cali 615-2,32-6676

IC
Ioleksey* Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Fro* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

•;hone

I

436-2667
10

Don't put it
in the attic,
garage or
basement
put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4CG SUNBURY

MURRAY Bar rld
753 5940

FIND A
RARE DEAL
With the Classifieds!

Braadi

Cieari out your closet
or clean up on
antiques in our
Classified pages.

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173

Check under
-Garage / Yard Sales"
"Auctions" and
"Used Merchandise".

with this 2x2

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358
M & H Construction Home
building, remodeling, addi
tions, custom trim & hard' wood 25 Years experience
• and Free Estimates
or
5 0 2 - 4 7 4 - 20 1 6
" 354-8847_

For Details

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
expenence. 10% DiscounV
Sensor Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474-0107.
ROOFING (Specials) Order now spnng and savel
Insured to $300,000,
licensed Fred Osborne,
4 7 4 - 8 6 2 1 ,
1-888 754-4840

MICHAEL'S Transmos
sans Complete overhaul
on late model, domestic,
overdrive transmissions
ASE Certified automatic ROY Steele Trucking
and manual drive transmis- White rock, gravel, sand
• sons Call 753-0152,after 753-6879
• 5pm

TELEPHONE JACKS INSTALLED $35.00. Cable
Jacks installed Home and
business security systems
sold and installed Room to
All
PLUMBING Repair.
room intercoms, DSS satel
types plumbing repair
Ines installed Antenna sysReasonable rates, tems repaired, installed.
502-437-4545
Complete home wrong for
PLUMBING repairs, fast home theater stereo, intercom systems Homo and
service 436-5255
business telephone sysPROFESSIONAL Lawn tems, computer modem
Care Mowing, trimming, picks, and Internet access
fertilizing, liming, aerating, wng, Computer server
mulching, landscaping. systems also installed
Trirn shrubs, hauling, snow Prompt, reliable service
removal, tree removal
MURRAY TELEPHONE
Have references For Free
9048,
AND ELECTRONICS,
Estimate call 753
753-7647.
leave message
MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local and Out of
State Moving. 767-9630

To place a Climbed ad
ol your own, call

753-1916.
Murray

Ledger &
Times

talked with reporters and said
there were few surprises, even
though they had to make
emergency repairs to Hubble's
torn insulation.
"I don't think anything threw
us for a loop," spacewalker Gregory Harbaugh said.
The $105 million near-infrared
camera installed by the spacewalkers will look at distant objects,
and a $125 million imaging spectrograph will search for massive
black holes and stars forming in
distant galaxies.
The Hubble, neanng the halfway point of a 15-year flight, was
designed to detect light from billions of years ago, soon after the
"Big Bang" created the universe. It has already revealed
thousands of galaxies and photographed huge gas clouds that
were the breeding grounds for
new stars.
During 33 hours of spacewalks, astronauts also swapped
new electronics for old, and
mended rips and wrinkles in the
telescope's thin insulation with
material brought along on the
shuttle, just in case.
"For me and for NASA, it's
just like going and winning the
Super Bowl," chief spacewalker
Mark Lee said.
Since Hubble's launch in 1990,
the telescope has looked deeper
into the universe than any other
instrument, giving clues about the
evolution of the universe and new

and most of the upgrades were
planned years ago.
Another shuttle crew will visit
the telescope for a tuneup in late
1999.
From Mission Control, Jeff
Hoffman told the crew:
"It's been great looking at
these departing views of Hubble,
the last views of Hubble we'll get
for two years, nine months, four
days, according to current
calculations."

evidence that most of ILS stars
were created about 7 billion years
ago.
The service call by Discovery
and seven astronauts was less urgent than NASA's first in December 1993 — a do-or-die mission to correct Hubble's blurred
vision with corrective lenses.
This time, astronauts tried only
to make the telescope better. The
mission, which cost $795 million,

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS
Since 1949

Premium Grade Gas

FOR SALE OR LEASE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

One Year Guarantee Gas Price
with the Purchase of a New Tank

Lake Region Propane Gas
31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
753-8011

TODAY'S CHILDREN are good-humored and perceptive, with a flair
for the dramatic. Thanks to their keen powers of observation, they can
describe their experiences in great detail. Urge these youngsters to keep a
journal when they go on vacation. Original thinkers, they will want to put
their personal imprint on any project they handle. In business, these Pisces
will be assertive without sounding argumentative. They know that success
depends largely on their ability to sway public opinion.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You can expect to see more of your
relatives. A change of residence
becomes possible when your
finances improve. Career advancement is linked to greater personal
effort. An employer who cannot
afford to give you a raise may offer
special perks instead. A summer
romance could still be going strong
in late autumn. New business
alliances are favored in December.
Do not neglect longtime friendships
while pursuing your professional
divan's.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: actor Sidney Poitier,
supermodel Cindy Crawford, singer
Nancy Wilson, auto racer Bobby
Unser.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
steady position and income are
important — but so is a happy
home. Be willing to make certain
concessions in order to please your
mate. Turn down a risky proposition; you cannot afford to gamble.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Your ideas may be years ahead of
their time. Prove unconventional
methods will work and they will
gain acceptance. Your obliging
nature is put to the test.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Exciting new developments will
affect both your personal and professional- life. Be careful not to let
your enthusiasm get out of hand.
The true cost of project may not
become apparent until later.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Although partners are willing to take
the lead, you may still be reluctant
to get involved. Go slow. Get more
facts and figures before making a
commitment.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not
let your sensitivity to other people's
problems distract you from important work. If necessary, seek solitude
in order to meet a deadline. Your
mate should be understanding if this
is a temporary situation.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Once someone has lied to you, you
find it difficult to trust them again.
Let the person involved know how
you.feel. Understanding comes
when you discuss why this individual misled you. Offer forgiveness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your
imagination is more powerful than
ever. Bounce ideas off friends, then
make logical choices. A loan or
credit arrangement relieves a cashflow problem.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
problem will be solved when you
reflect deeply on its cause. Longsuppressed feelings surface. Expect
to receive a nice commission on a
sale you arrange.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): The tide may not he in your
favor. Avoid pushing other people's
buttons. You deserve a break; make
good use of any leisure time. A
rom ntic relationship buoys your
spin .
PRICORN (Dec. 224ah.
19). ave your energy for the importa
attics. Trade immediate grata
tion for long-term benefits. Grantin favors to people who have let
you down would he pointless.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Others are willing to take a chance if
you are. Focus on the broad, overall
picture instead of trivial details. A
relationship that is going nowhere
fast should be terminated:
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Progress is slow but sure. Hang in
there! Small pleasures prove most
rewarding. Share your innovative
ideas with your loved ones; they
may be Age to assist you.

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built Au Ouality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4 concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
• 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anther holts
In concrete

E. Trailed

I Self-supporting 216
trusted rafters 2 fl
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' plywood
o decking
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
• Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 2*4 fascia
aluminum covered
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O 4x4 raised curb
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bottom plates
F. at studs 18 0 C
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0. 7'
undersiding
N. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and

Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

De/tiro

1,, CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2' CAR (241'24)
LARGE 2."7 CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
S4.825
$5,425

1'-',CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'7 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2-s CAR (24x30)

$4,025
44,225

$5,125
$5225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

WAL-MART
Store Fixtures

AUCTION
MON. FEB. 24 @ 10 AM
OLD WAL-MART, HWY. 641 N, Murray, KY
Sale Includes: • Glass Showcases • Safe • Pegboard •
• 3 Door Freezer • Ice Maker • Snack Bar • Booths •
• Nacho Warmer • Hot Dog Cooker • Coffee Maker •
• Mfg. Displays • Gondola Shelves • Cardboard Baler •
• Trash Compactor • Auto Battery Center • Ladders •
• 4'x8' & 4'x12' Rolling Warehouse Shelves •
• 16' Glass Door Gun Case • Fire Extinguishers • Sandwich
Cooler •'Sandwich Prep Table • Pill Shelves • Garment
Racks • Rolling Carts • 3 Bay S. S. Sink • Commercial
Microwave • Pallet Rack • Dressing Room •
MUCH, MUCH, MORE
Terms: Cash or Check with Proper ID
NO BUYERS PREMIUM
Preview: Auction Day @ 8:30 AM Removal

BRODSKY AUCTION SERVICE
Auctioneer: Dennis C. Brodsky RP7264

1-888-BRODSKY
NEXT KY WAL-MART AUCTION:
WED. MARCH 12 @ 10:00 AM, CENTRAL CITY, KY.
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(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 99
cents a minute.)
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago
A crowd of 250 persons
gathered at Curris Center, Murray
State University, to toast, roast
and pay a warm tribute to Jim
Garrison, past president of Ryan
Milk Company, on Feb. 17.
Robert 0. Miller was toastmaster.
Max Dowdy, former deputy
sheriff of Calloway County. is
pictured being sworn in by Judge
David Buckingham as Commonwealth Attorney for Calloway
and Marshall Counties.
Births reported include a gul to
Rhonda and Timothy Waggoner,
a girl to Jan and Sam Foreman,
and a girl to Sondra and Marty
James, Feb. 13; a boy to Laura
and Shayne Key and a girl to
Lori and Flint Speed, Feb. 14.
Twenty years ago
Dr Kyo Jhin spoke on "The
Meaning of American Freedom"
at a meeting of Murray Civitan
Club.
Dr. Gerald McCord, formerly
of Murray, has been named president of the medical staff of Jennie Stuart Memorial Hospital,
Hopkinsville.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brushe,
Feb. 9, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Valentine, Feb. 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams
will be married 50 years Feb. 20.
Janna LaDon Graham and Michael Layne Haley were married
Jan. 7 at Northside Baptist
Church.
Thirty years ago
Darrell Shoemaker, in a letter

to Circuit Judge Richard Peek,
has resigned as Master Commissioner of Calloway County.
West Murray Church of Christ
has jest completed its new building at South 18th street and Holiday Dnve, Murray. Special services being planned for the week.
Mrs. Ella Moms celebrated her
90th birthday on Feb. 2.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Green, no
date listed.
Murray High School Tigers
beat University School Colts in a
basketball game. High team scorers were Tony Rayburn for Murray High and James Ganu and
Jay Richey for University School.
Forty years ago
Snow was falling thick and fast
this morning in Murray with a
mixture of sleet, and snow sticking to the ground.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Noah Edwards.
In high school basketball
games, Lynn Grove beat New
Concord, Murray Training beat
Almo. South Marshall beat Kirksey, North Marshall beat Murray
High, and Douglass High beat
Providence. High team scorers
were Tommy McNeely for Lynn
Grove, Billy Buchanan for New
Concord, Billy Rogers for Murray Training, Prtichett for Almo,
Wilkins for South Marshall, Rob
Darnell for Kirksey, Hall for
North Marshall, Hill for Murray
High, R. Wells for Douglass, and
Boyle for Providence.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 19 the 50th day of 1997. There are 315
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 19, 1945, during World War 11, some 30,000 U.S. Marines
landed on the Western Pacific island of Iwo Jima, where they encountered ferocious resistance from Japanese forces. The Americans took
control of the strategically important island after a monthlong battle.
On this date:
In 1473, the astronomer Copernicus was born in Torun, Poland.
In 1803, Congress voted to accept Ohio's borders and constitution.
(However, Congress did not get around to formally ratifying Ohio
statehood until — believe it or not — 1953.)
In 1807, former Vice President Aaron Burr was arrested in Alabama. (He was subsequently tned for treason and acquitted.)
In 1846, the Texas state government was formally installed in
Austin.
In 1878, Thomas Edison received a patent for his phonograph.
In 1881, Kansas became the first state to prohibit all alcoholic
beverages.
In 1942, President Roosevelt signed an executive order giving the
military the authority to relocate and intern Japanese-Americans.
In 1942, during World War II, about 150 Japanese warplanes attacked the Australian city of Darwin.
In 1959, an agreement was signed by Britain, Turkey and Greece
granting Cyprus its independence
In 1963, the Soviet Union informed President Kennedy it would
withdraw "several thousand" of an estimated 17,000 Soviet troops in
Cuba.
In 1986, the U.S Senate approved a treaty outlawing genocide, 37
years after the pact had first been submitted for ratification.
Ten years ago: Taking Democratic leaders and even some of his
closest aides by surprise, New York Gov. Mario Cuomo announced
during a radio call-in program that he would not run for president in
1988
Five years ago: Former Irish Republican Army member Joseph
Doherty was deported from the United States to Northern Ireland following a 10-year battle for political asylum.
One year ago: Republican presidential hopefuls argued taxes, trade
and negative ads in a final burst of contentious campaigning on the
eve of New Hampshire's leadoff primary, with Bob Dole the principal
target. Baseball showman Charlie 0. Finley died in Chicago at age 77.
Today's Birthdays: Hall of-Fame jockey Eddie Arcaro is 81. Singer
Smokey Robinson is 57. Singer Lou Christie is 54.
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DEAR ABBY

DEAR ABBY I can help out your
reader who asked why New York
City is called "the Big Apple.'
Attorney/word sleuth Barry Popick spotted two 1920s articles
which clarify that John J. FitaGerald, racing editor for the New York
Morning Telegraph — a leading
horse-racing newspaper of the day
that later became the Daily Racing
Form — heard "the big apple" mentioned in a conversation between
two African-American stable hands
in New Orleans(January 1920). The
term referred to the New York City
racetracks as the big time in horse
racing.
FitzGerald picked up the term
and popularized it in his newspaper,
still in reference to the NYC racetracks.
In the 1930s, black jazz musicians then applied the term to Harlem specifically, and New York City
in general, as the big time in jazz.
In 1971, Charles Gillett, president of the New York Convention
and Visitors Bureau, revived the
term as part of a public relations
campaign on behalf of New York
City. He readily acknowledged deriving "the Big Apple" from the
19306jazz scene.
The term itself goes back ultimately to the big red Delicious apples developed in Iowa in the 1870s.
They were regarded as something
extra-special. And for jockeys active
in the "bushes," the New York City
tracks represented the big time, the
big treat they looked forward to, i.e.,
"the big apple."
GERALD COHEN,PROFESSOR
OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES,
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA
P.S. I am the former president of
the American Name Society. Your
1988 column on "the Big Apple" was
the stimulus that led to my re-

search on the term a book 19,41 ,
and two updates
DEAR PROFESSOR COHEN:
Thanks for straightening this
out. I heard from several readers offering varied explanations
about the origin of the nickname for New York City. Helen
Tovey of Summerville, S.C., described a Harlem nightclub
called the Big Apple that she
had seen in 1938 and which had
a big red apple over the entrance. She included a Rosy
Theater program, dated Sept. 3,
1937, in which was featured a
new dance called "The Big
Apple — introduced by the contest winners from the colleges
of North and South Carolina."
I also heard from Barry
Popick, author of the article on
the Big Apple published in the
January/February issue of Irish
America magazine, which is fitting since the name originated
with an Irishman. Mr. Popick
related that on Jan. 29, he appeared before the New York
City Council in support of a permanent "Big Apple Corner"
street sign at West 54th Street
and Broadway, John J. FitzGerald's address for the last 30
years of his life. (The measure
was approved.)
If anybody has any information about Mr. FitzGerald, Mr.
Popick can be contacted at:
bapopikeaol.com. Mr. Popick
also mentioned that my original
1988 "Big Apple" column was
what got everything started.
Howda ya like them apples!
***

DEAR ABBY: In response to the
English teacher in San Francisco
who would like to have "frank talks"
DAILY COMICS
CONTRACT BRIDGE
with her students regarding sex,
but is afraid to lose her job. Good!
She is an English teacher, not a bioBLONDIE
logy/science or sex education instructor. She should stick to what
WELL., AREN'T
I CAN REMEm9E12. WHEN BEING A
YOU SETTING
CHAMPION SOT YOu SOME
North dealer
to develop a tenth trick in spades, she is employed to teach.
BRIAN CHIEDO,DALLAS
RESPECT
North-South vulnerable.
but a 3-3 break in a suit is only a36
NORTH
percent chance.
*5*
+ A 106
However, there is a line of play
For an excellent guide to becoming a
11,K 5 3
available that does not depend on better conversationalist and a more
• K 1.4 7
how the spades break, and it should attractive person, order "How to Be
4 A 98 4
be adopted. It involves boosting your Popular." Send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
heart winners from four tricks to order
WEST
EAST
for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Bear
•K J 97+Q4
five, and you do this by a so-called Abby Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
J4
11,Q108
dummy reversal. Nothing can go Mount Morris, ill. 81054-8447.(Postage is
•8 4
•96 5 3 2
wrong,so long as the hearts are 3-2. included.)
4 Q J 10 2
You begin by taking the club ace
+ K 753
and ruffing a club attrick two.Then,
SOUTH
after cashing the A-K oftrumps,you
+ 8532
CATHY
10 A 9 7 6 2
ruffanother club,enter dummy with
FOR HERE OR TO 60
plo WONDER BEING
WHAI"5 WON& WIT8
FOR HERE OR TO GO?
• A J 10
a diamond and ruff dummy's last
SINGLE (5 WORSE THAN
tIOU PEOPLE?' SIT AT A
club.
+6
EVER. NO ONE STAYS
TABLE '‘TA`f SPEND SkX
The bidding:
As a result of these maneuvers
ONt. PLAGE LON& ENOUGH
MiNL1 ES RIs4;iN(.7 NUntAN
you are out oftrumps,while dummy
North East
South West
TO MEET NVONE ANYMORE
CONTACT WHILE Yr7U SHOVE
still has one.But,more importantly, By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
3V
Pass
I NT
Pass
DOWN 401.1R, TACO !!
4 IF
in the course of your travels back
DEAR DR GOTT: At age 70, I have
and forth, you have won the first
Opening lead — queen of clubs.
*AV
seven tricks — and still have three problems with impotence. More
Assume you're in four hearts and more coming in the form of the A-K important, my semen has taken on a
West leads a club. How should you ofdiamonds and ace ofspades.Come pinkish color. My prostate blood test
what may, you are sure to make the was slightly high, but I had a biopsy
play the hand?
normal. Is the semen probYou start by assuming that the contract by simply playing your high that was
the aging process?
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Effective Dates:
Feb. 19-23

We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors

